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PADUCAH KY.. MONDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 19. 1906.

THREE BOATS ADRIFT BIG STORM SWEEPS
ON RIVER AT NIGHT OVER SOUTHLAND
FOUR PASSENGERS
ASLEEP ON BOARD
• •

Awaken To Find Themselves
In Darkness At Mercy ot
Wind and Waves

eaggegieffendenedigidoentendediall
REPORTS ABOUT STORM
FROM TWO SensTIONS
TELL: STORY OF We:S.
Kansas Cep, Nov IV.— Two
inciess et snow have fallen here
today and more is in sigh).
per-More is below freezing with
heavy winds. Report' from the
southeast show over six hides
of snow at Amarillo, Texas, and
through Oklahreme and western
Keens snow with heevy winde

POLICEMAN KILLED.
IA

Battle With Gang of Burglars in
Chicago.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

CHURCHES WITHOUT BODY
HEAT YESTERDAY
IS

Chicago, Nov. 19. - Policeman
Fitzpatrick was fatally wounded in a
battle between two policemen and
Floods And Wind Play Havoc four burglars at Sixty-third street Water In Basement Causes
and Madison avenue this morning.
Below Memphis
Much Discomfort.
The fusillade waa the result of an
attempt to capture burglars charged
with having blown a ,safe At HamColored'. mei West in Ice thip and
A woepded man confess- 'rise Rev. Pinkerten Preaches at the
mond, Ind
Suffering is intense on the
Christian Churcli—Music tot
ed to the Hammond burglary.
the Episcopal.

FOR VETERANS
HEAVY GALE

ON

NOTES

THE LAKES

On'

SI•NiletY

OF MAJOR MOSS
LYING IN STATE

Reached Paducah Early This Morning
And Was Met By Committee.

Taken Immediately To The Elk's Home,
SERVI('EIS
Where It Will Remain Until
The Funeral.

CONFEDERATE REA sioNs ARE
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 19,---TeleTo BE HELit.
Many of the churches yesterday
graphic and telephonic communicawere compelled to shorten,or cal off
POSTS.
tiTll'E
TO
BRAVELY
tions today from Mississippi, Arkantheir eel-sees entirely, owing te
Kieesoille, Tenn., Nov. ID. —
sas and Tennessee report that territrouble with the furnaces. It 'crewel
itesoluoee,
e,
ii.
4'.
Adopt
U.
etarAillA,
which started SatHeavy
tory to have suffered from destructo be a furnace epidemic. Water in
lease Miles Spenser, and seeds
urday at midnight, continue fall'
Wonsan and (lied I L411.1+1 n
tive rain and wind storms.
the cellar prevented the furnace
of Halter.
the'
region.
over
ing
Farmers
While Hueband eights %garnet
Only meagre details are obtainafrom being used at all at the Broadand stockmen report big Ice:we
Hemmed by his confederate veteran camp and by his lodge, the
the Elements.
ble. Five lives are known to have
way Methodist church, and at Grace
Industrial tames have suffered
Elks, the 4uneral of Major T. E. Moss in this city will take place Tuesbeen lost and great damage to propEpiscopal church, the afternoon serhese-rely. Street car traffic it inGulfport, Nov. 19. - -itesolutioug to mon had to be dispensed with. No day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the Elks' home, on North Fifth street.
erty and crops. Railroad traffic Is
terrupted.
The body will lie in state at the hall. The J. T. Waibert camp will
dispense with the sponsor* and maids services was held at night at the
demoralized
by
numerous
washouts.
W.kTt•HMAN KEEPS HIS Ile:Alt.
marsh
front the city hall to the Elks' home in a body and the funeral
of
honor
at
reunions
of
(on
leveed
The greatest damage la in the cenFast Christian church, on account of
4201414eltraileedgeltandeirealleatentestresell
the and delta region of Miseissippi. federate veterane were adopted today the furnace not giving out proper services will be conducted by the Rev. Calvin Thompson. The Elk.
and Confederate Veterans will act as pall-bearers.
At Winona, Miss., a Catholic. by the United Isaugtoters of the Om- heat.
Major Moss' body arrived from the Philippine Islands early this
Wrepped in sleep, four permits
Christian and
negro
Methodist federacy, in convention here The eremorning.
He died there last year and was buried with military honors,
oluticere
were
CarIntroduced
by
Mrs.
were adrift en the Teasessee river
At
First
Christian.
churches and the linty brick yards
three anersegesele
Met night on
The Rev. W. it Pinkerton, To I). but in accordance with his request, was brought here for finel interwere demolished. Among the build- rington Mon, president of the Sarah
Moats end 8 barges. They were:
ings damaged are the postoMee, op- Law chapter. of Memphis, Terve She who is spending a few days with his ment by his friends.
offered them, she weed, in behalf of family en rourarrom revival work In
The body reached Paducah at 3:311 o'clock this morning. It was
Mr-. W•iiiiirm Terry, Ethel Terry. CAl Seal lAttie OF SHIP .1ND
OVER, era house, on mill, compress and the
snore consideretion for the veterans the east, preached yesterday morn- met at the depot by committees from the Elks and NValbert camp, CooMr. Willearn Tern, George Egglesof
FIFTlf PEA
warehouse
the
Jackaon
Reunions, she nee apparently are ing at the First Chrtstian church. federate Veterans, consisting of Messrs. Tom Harrison, Rodney Davis.
ton., ..
i
•
Mercantile compete/. Brae:lea the
-Marie ltrole-ttle terteriefeewier
afraTe "WeTS-Iiii d-'Dien "Cfenledt, ier,
• 'Poor'teen testa Moorimpoeht•Illen
tve---ww-•, and-ra p J.itMeT lin.501Dr. Pinkerton
tontorrow
—
there are about 25 *mailer buildings.
the- veterans, but rather for the en. earth-Mirror by a heavy act'mienand
W.
H.
Patterson,
of
Walbert
camp.
Mo
,
Carthage,
where
for
,hewill
Telegraphic communication is prostertaerment of she eponsoot and
eon of driftwood. the ateamere Mary Deliberatel) Trice lines With Ore
The body was brought in a casitet enraged In a heavy p.ne •bitar illits. conduct a series of services. He will
trsted.
Steamer
Laden
mad
Pay's
Pea.
The
turaids
of
honor
large
sums
wet
eight
Bauer
•51 Wheel , Monte
boards
being one inch thick and reinforced on all sides.
Chresmas
return
for
and
spend
here
The wind storm was preceded and
ally With Life.
noised by the hostage eaten, Me said,
bereen and a glieoline boort, the GerThe body was taken to tha Elks' borne, On North Inlet toiscet. and
possibly two weeks.
fontered
by
heavy
rain,.
cawing
are expended to give the aponeors and
tie M . cirifted down the Tenneecea
it will lie In state unte the funeral will take place. The femoral will
serious washouts along the Iliinols mauls the best hotels, while the vetinto the Ohio wbotly beyond control,
take place Tuesday at 2:20 o'clock. he religious services being conducted
Reptist Mission Revisal.
Central
railroad
and
badly
damagerans are lodged In vacant hotels and
ramtmest into the different meta tied
Seattle, Nov
19.---The 'steamer ing crops.
The Rev E. H. Cunningham Is by the Rey. Calvin Thompson, of the First Baptist church. There will
bedded on cote.
along the river bank.
Dix, bound from Seattle for Port
conducting a successful revival at be singing by a quartet, accompanied by the orchestra.
apirupe
damAt
Matthison,
Miss.,
On the Monie Bauer, the only per nienkley
The Cireunisterces of His Death.
with paesengers, monk two age is reported and a wourrin killed
the Twelfth Street Baptist Mission.
1 II Was the night watchman, George
Mrs. R. P Wheat was seen by a reporter for The Sun this mornmiles north of Alaska Merely after 7 by falling building. A tire followed
haat week there were a number of
Egglewon. There was no watchman
o'c'escir net night. after 'having colconversions. Mr. Cunningham preach ing at her room, at Fifth street and Kentucky avenue, where she is
A woman and child were burned
on the Mary Ilkinal. On the moolided with the steamer Jeanett. of to death.
tel sesterday afternoon and evening slaying while In the c.ty. Mr. Wheat and her - little son accompanied
lice boat were M. end Mes. Wileam
the Alaska Pacc Navagaelng cone
there were six conversions made. Mrs. Wheat to this country with the body of Major Mon. She left her
and
miles
At
a
few
Noncourise Creek,
Terry and their daughter Ethel
party. Foety-one paseettgens aid the
.
The
services will be continued all the son In school In Pennsylvania.
from this city, a railroad trestle fell RAN OVER BOY'S HEAD AND HE
The first Intimation any of them
orew of the Dix ere iniellag. ThirtySpeaking about the circumstances surrounding the death of %OW.
week.
DIM).
barges
under
a
engine.
switch
Engineer
C
had that the steamers and
nine were waved
The Jeasett wee
MORS Mrs. Wheat said that they were slightly misunderstood by many of
V. Peterson and Fireman A. R.
were adrift, was when nee were jernot injured. The mensal of the Dix
his friends in Paducah. Major Moss was in apparent health when he died
Clem* Notes.
filtehie were drowned.
ead by -tare heavy wage ef the boats we.
saved. The mute trim wined
Mr. Owen Tully haa taken the or- and his death was wholly unexpected. lie left this country In April of
.West Point, Columbus and Makin Jewell Thompsoosee Skull Was Freeead beard the strong .ropes ananping.
temporarily In clumps of illes Dix, degait of Grace Episcopal church per- 1905. thinking that his health won1J improae by the trip and new coneare reported to have suffered serious
&44 were Wien) when the drift- libertely
hued rives va•
E•ar—
apMeilebed Prom astern and
manently. The choir has been aug- try. He was accompanied by Mrs. Wheat After a tour of the western
wood, w hitt had 1%e} aec u mulailing
Nevem Years Old.
tried boas The Jeanett laden with damage.
mented
and yesterday the music was cities in this country, they took a shill a' ASH Francisco and sailed to
all (Say Monday overcame the above
ore we. met+ beerier than the pasHonoiniti. From there they went to Japan, spending a month in that
and emoorate.
beautiful
very
Ones. Eggloton. awn the fink awak- senger host
Coilorade
BlIzzerd.
A
and cut the Dix in (Co.
country.
When they reached Manila Major Moss had improved far bethe
Bourque]
of
William
Rev,
The
ened by the etesemers 'Mesa k I n.g nose,
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 19. -The
Moe sank itstately.
yond his expectations.
attendchnrch.
Jewell
Thompson,
Evangelical
German
seven
old.
years
and eame out en deck in hie nitrite
experienced
here
worst blizzard
in a
It was while playin.g chess athis daughter's house in Manila In
clothes. Calling to doe Terry family
decade Is raging. It started yester- son of D. D. Thompson of the Merrier ed A mission conference at Round
Tug and Tow Lowe
the afternoon of September 2, 1905, that his death occurred. Without
will
return
at
5
yesterday.
He
sectiou,
died
Knob.
III,
o'clock
this
mornto let them ksow their pertious situagrew
in
severity.
Mobile, Nov. 19 —News ruched day and gradually
any warning, bis head fell forwar4and he died immediately. After an
tion, be rushed heck inbo the cabin here that the nitride in tow of the It is almost Impossible to make way ing at Riverside hospital from the today.
examination the doctors said his death was not caused by any trouble be
and hastily lint on a few dotage
effects
of
an
accident
last
Tuesday.
Colorado
the
streets,
The
and
along
Valtabajo
en
Cuban steamer
route to
Doting Gears Wcirk.
had had before, b.ut by a clot on the brain.
By thie time the drifting steamers Progresso. Mexico. was Inn 200 miles Southern reports the storm extend- when he fell from tes father's wagon
Special (ourteelee Were Extended.
Comparing God's .S1'14-11011' to a
L.
inSt.
had rosined the N. C. &
off Mobile.
ing Into the Pan Handle. The Santa and was run over, His skull Was
well-regulated businees enterprise In
Major Muss was nearly 66 years old when he died. The fact that ho
cline and wherflociat. into which they
ear
fractured
from
to
ear
across
the
Fe reports a blizzard as far as
wee+ every person has; his work as- could be brought back to this coun-try for burial was due to the Unusulammed, erneltieg the wheel of the
Kingsley. Kase and in northern New forehead. The funeral was held this
signed totem, the Rev (Vivre Thomp al courtesy accorded then) by Major General Corbin, at that time the
gentiles beat Gertie M. Peering it
afternoon
at
2
o'clock.
The
burial
Mexico. Heavy loss in sheep and catchurch drew commander of the army forces in the Philippine Islands.
would sink, William Terry htrrried
was in Liberty graveyard in Graves son at thus eine Baptist
tle is almost certain to occur.
a strong picture of our methods' of
daughter,
who
bed
gotThe law that no civilian can be carried away from the island withcounty.
. Ilea wife and
attending to God's beeinen at the in live years after his death was waived by General Corbin who placed
ten dressed, to a barge to which the
Lake Superior Gate.
morning service yesterday. He said the army medical staff at their disposal, enabling them to have
gueoline beat was tied.
Major
ARE RICHARDS AND WOOLFOLK
Fort William, Ont., Nov 19.— In
that we Mould be more energetic, Moan' body embalmed.
They had hardly effeeted t hie trees
• _fT IS ALLEGED.
e---1•-•
a terrific gale which raged on Lake
ilhonla exercise more thought in God's
fer before the steamers and bargee
Major Moss while a resident of Manila was made an honorary memSuperior for two days. the Canadian
blueness than in the material affairs ber of the Army and Navy club and a nieruber of the UniversIte club,
et ruck the steamer Harrh. hounding
steamer Thesno, Captain George
of life, but that the °plead* is the
back Into the sever by the reettati.
Major Moss entered the Confederate army in the company raised
He said that God's beefless
en they struck eget', they hit the Indicted on (nearer of Cracking Pearson today struck a rock four GREATLY NEEDED FOR Pf/OR rule
by his brother, J. W. Moss, and in the battle of Doucette' was one of
l'ustoffice Safe at Nicely°.
was teseeineised and that to every
miles east of Thunder Cape and was
and of the Paducah whaelboat,
PEOPLE Oh" PADUCAH.
the six men to reach the top of the works In probably one of the severest
T otal I yAmerican
tenon is aseigned a task, which that
Crittenden IL'o.
wrecked.
The
is collision crushing 'in the elee of
engagements of the war. He also was in the fighting around Vicksperson 8114M4' itfl execuUs •
steamer Philip Minch and the Canathe Gertie M.
burg, where his brother was killed
dian steamer Starthcona also were
watchman.
Egg neon , the piglet
While being carried with a number of other prisoner, from one
Fine ('lllllreunion.
blown ashore. The former may be a Salvation Anny Ask.. for Ald in
nen atoms the barges, jumped to the
prison
to another, on the Atlantic Seaboard, they overpowered the fedThe grand jury reported seven inWork of Charity--Capt. MoreFirst communion was administerwherfboat, and then lotto a yawl dictments this afternoon, with one total lose The crew,' are all safe.
landed the boat and walked to -FLichmond, though errlving
guard,
eral
land Investigates.
ed yesterday to'a class of 27, 18
When the Theano struck, the crew.
which was tied to the Marry Michael.
there after that city" had surrendered.
"ignored" vearrant returned. This
girl. and 9 boys, at St. Francia de
numbering 20, remained on the vesThe Monte Dauer had gotten loom
At the close ofsthe war he was adjutant major on General Joseph
was against Homer Adams, colored.
Sales Catholic church, at the 8
sel two hours, then nook to the life
from the rest of the boets and bargee
Johnston's staff.
bootlegging. Others
charged with
o'clock mass. It was an Impressive
and he started toward it In the yawl.
boats. A few,moimants later the boilCapt. Moreland, of the local
The active pallbearers will he chosen from the Elks end the honer are:
occasion.
The Terry family had gotten here
ers exploded, the shattered hull slid corps, Salvation
For due
reports
Army,
it 11' hebibearers will be e.hoste front the J. T. Walbert camp.
Jerry Freeman, colored: Frank
into their lent alter they wreck the
off the rock into deep water. Almost great destitution. and particularly a
FIlks the following have been select ed: T. B. Harrison, R. D. Slentente.
Alexander, colored, for bootlegging;
Duel With Cleavers.
.wharfboat.
overcome by exposure 10 of the crew need of clothing for the poor. Cap_
ere R. C. Davie
J. W. Campbell, Welke* Well, W.
Frank R. Richards, postoffice robChicago, Nov. 19.--- In a demperat• _. ......
reached Port Arther. The boat In tain Moreland has made a personal
The arifting steamers scraped the
bery.
which the others sought safety was Investigation and solicits public sup- duel with cleavers in Nelson Morris
Wharfboat end the steaaner Joe FowRiehaels with Wallace 'Woolfolk
ler; barely mined the dry docks and
found by the steamer Iroquois which port In caring for the needy. Anyone & company', plant Benjamin Jones
are alleged to have entered the postthe steamers •Kit OR re011 and Scathe
brought the men 'here. The Theano who has old clothes, which are ser- and Samuel Route, buteherz. literaloffice at Mexico Crittenden county.
pieces in
and a carve in the elver gave nem a
was a Weel steamer of 1646 tons viceable, may
deposit
them with ly hacked one another to
Ky., and cracked the safe. Both are
the presence of 600 other workmen:
clean sweep toward the 11111104 shore
burden and valued at $80,000.
or
write
him
Moreland,
a
Captain
before the court and may plead guilThe men are said to have quarreled
This gave Mr. Terry an opportunity
card to h26 North Sixth street.
to get Na host away from the rest ty
over a woman. Both are dying at the
Postal Clerks Join Federation.
county hospital.
of the boats, and he ineneged In
Minneapolis. Nov. 19.— For the
AERIAL SQUADRON.
ROME IN PANIC.
throw a rope *erne the head of the
Ripley, Tenn , Nor, 19.-4stroff etecuit, 8. L. Jewell; Wine, circuit, •
first time in the history of organiged
Miners Return to Work.
Kit Carson while they were passing
conference J. R Womble; Woodville circuit. R.
the Will Drop Expicelose Into Ctemp of
The
time
In
),
corresponeetwe
firat
labor
and
for
the
Relieved That Gang of Most Deeper.
In. Bnastiehl. Ministers who have
Nov.
19.
—
that boat
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
hratory of the United, States govern
the Enemy.
opened at 9 o'clock end ,the following
ate inarehirete Are There.
H. Robserved Paducah cieurehes:
Mitchell, president of the
John
, the Joe Fowler
At this jun-cries
meat there is now a National Union
assignment's were made to the Node- erts, presiding older Jackson deseriet;
workers,
announced
toUnited
Mine
took a hand. Martine tlewn after the
government
emNov.
19
.
—The
Fri-nee
entirely.
of
%%Stettin
gtoe
Fiume. Nov. 19„ ----rh,•• city is in a composed
distal. -nee Rev. J. W. Black- T. .T. Newell, presiding elder larownes
drifting siteement with their helpless tante today, following en attempt to jloyee amihabod with and holding a government will temente( (Milt or day he has ordered that 1,500 strik- oil
ard, eiresciding elder; Broadway, the vale dintrict. E B Ramsey, seade.
Fernle
he
to
wartime.
The
miners
at
returned
hemen freight.
American
lereleettIn
ing
the
ten
me
from
airsbite
for
charter
blow up St. Peers enterdee, the asHeights, Memphis; F-1„ B. JehnsThe Weathers eontinued ,to drrift saselnetion of Prof. Rosen at Naples, Lion of bike. A charter was granted eirehips will be used as en aerial work, after two months' idleness, Rev. W. T. Rolling; city minion, W. son
Armclose to the bone, and leggteeton on and reports of a bomb outrage at the to the postoftlee clerks, National squadron from which. expioevece IMO because non-union men were employ- .1. Naylor; Third street; P. H. Field, ton, Caton City rotation: W. W.
strong, Greenfield wettrin, John C
one oweattiort, when !tear the 1. C. In- Quirinal Tonal palette. it is believed Union by the executive council of be dropped. Walter Welmen who ed.Trinetee Wren, G. W. &onkel; EltaielL Wilson, Harris Memorial, Memphhe
cline, nrreped felt into the .river up a gang of the meat desperate seer- American Federation of fahor, the sends the new., thinks thin governIngton decree, .1. L. Hinter; Bard- G. W. Willem, presiding elder, "
to hie waist in water, steliggled to chests In the world are °pet-teeter le applhants having complied with all ment will do well to consider the
Love's stineseame gleam the bright.
burg distiller; J. 0. Clark, pre, ..
the shore and tied .8 line to a log this city.
r%
•
the requirements of the
Plan.
-nowt of age. well Station W. D. Picketer, Barlow
Isnion City deltelet.
eider.
sand ih'iceriff4r, (1. W. Evans; Arlenefrom the Hen:neer Monte Bauer
Dr. N. T. Bolling cornets to the
Clinton
Pickett:
circuit,
J.
T.
burg
The steamer dragged the heavy
CAPTI1RED.
FERREIRA
Candidacy tied Hint $2.ni4I,370.
elrenit, J. A. Moody; Canton -Station, Broadway Methodist church from
leg tiff the bank IWO the river am if
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 10.---Wilitarn
WEATHER — Rain, turning
it had been a feather, and Eggleston Randolph liearat, Independence LeaL. D. Hounilton; Pairottlegton checult, Central church, Memphis. He has the
Leader of Boer Raid in Toils of (I
to anow, end colder tonight.
There is only one kind of a
T.
M. MeNritt; La Center eicrcutt, W. reputation of being a preacher of
swam lock to the heel,
I.5W.
gue and Ilearneratie candidate for
Tuesday snow feline/el by clearnewspaper circreletion statement
The Marry Michael and the barges governor, today certified to the secA. Watts; Lorecloweville circuit. W. eloquence and ability.
that is worth any consideration
ing and (seder. 'the bighted'
Rev. G. 'N. Banks. has just closed
were farther out in river eon 'some retary of state that he had spent
A. rook; Mayfield circuit, T. p. EarnCapp Town, Nov. 19.— Ferreira,
and that Is the daily detente
to-niters( ure reached yesteehoy
Station. ('. A. Waiter- a successful four years at Second
distant* ahead. The Joe leowler was $256.370 in promoting his coiner's*
Mee-field
son;
from
the
raid
the
Boer
leader
of
statement. The Sun la the only
was 11.3 end the lowest today
need; Manure elecrult, E. A. Tucker; Methodist church. Memphis. He Is
eatehing tip with teem rapidir. • derided se follows: Independence
padnessh pa per printing ouch a German [Southwest AfrIcaehen, the
WAS We
HolasadS peppier in Patitreah, as he
When the Monte Bauer reatfhed League, $198.870; laernoe rattle state
was
Oakland circuit, WiliMent
northern part of Cape Colony, and
statement.
Reds
the
some
()Wen.
stationed
here
J.
years
at
Reldtrand
element:
T.
age
his
followers
were
eaptered today b
.0011111lattee. 4117,000; traveling exh. Wetgat; ering NM Third Street church.
(Continued on page tone)
lie
perils* 1800.
colonial patrnet.

HE DIED IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

REMISS MATE

I.

•

•

WAGON WHEEL

CRACKSMEN

Fm

•

CLOTHING

414

I

r.aradshaw.

•

MINISTERS ASSIGNED TO PADUCAH
DISTRICT BY CONFERENCE TODAY.

•

)

•

•

41,
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•
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PAGE TWO.

MONDAY, NO%'ENIIIEll 19,

THE PADUCA.11 EVENirrti SUN.

as
al
-ass
ly until 20 sears ago. He
BASEBALL GAMIE
wss
although the proud owner of a bap,
!Slimy Thirst Ka NC Ulan Thought ii
,11 am, be could not play it well at
Vi'asi Grain of Corn..
home without exciting remonstrances from his neighbors. There also
-The luckiest game I ever Saw
was some slight objection in his own
W•ql... "RYA MARI) Ryan, "was an exhousehold. No one seemed to apprehibition game we played with Amman
ciate as did be the delights of a bass
Three Stories of Structure Are drum solo.
Commission Completes Its several yearn ago. There is an insti- Crowds Attend Anniversary
tution tor the lusane near Baltimore,
In 1896, when the Amicitia orAlready l'p.
Celebration There,
Work And Adjourns.
and as we had an open date in bechestra, a private
orgaulzation of
tween Philadelphia and Baltimore.
music lovers, was formed, the brewAusten agreed to stop over there and
er offered to play the drum. Those
('annul
Gov V
Itagsdate t'onSixteen Proves-hoes to lie Submitted play an exhibition genie with the Pope F.liaiihred in Noir Mout lioctounfautilar with his accomplishment
duct of ttadroade 'rovieralts Its
lion Prays for Steers for Ills.
Mani which was compotied of attendto Thirty-seven State* to
laughed. However. Bernbeliner was
Employes.
guided Wretch.
ants and the better class of inmates
'
Curb .tbusea.
unanimously selected when he show--those that were insane only on one
ed his friends how
skillfully he
subjact. it was a charity game, as
thumped the big instrument. For
we got only our expenses aud the relit J44I( PgtoVXD
OBLIGING. sears the wealthy
WORLD'S laIREATEST IIANILIC.t
man
pounded TO LIMIT SALARIES oF HEADS ceipts
went to the entertainment
away in the orchestra, happy and
hied.
contented. When the Amicitia RAA
"Wail, we felt creepy playing
!frankfort, Ky.. Nov. 19.—Wurk dissolved in 1900 Bernheimer was
Chicago, Nov. 19.--Slettibers of' against threw people, and they had
Rome, Nov. 19.—A bomb explodon the new state cap4oi is orogreas- disconisolate.
the Insurance COUIIIIiiii41011 who have an Juliette pitcher eho had us stopped ed in St. Peter's Sunday. The edifice
friend
who
A
realised how deeply
ing 'ailed's', three stortes of the strucbeen in session for the last
week Bill Thornton was pitching for us. was crowded. Indescribable coil!:
ture being eiready up, and the work the brewer felt upon the aubJett sugdrafting projected laws for the con- said. although he tried hiat beet, the sion followed. There were no fats
of putting on thy cornice and the roof gested to him he fnem a band of kW
tru: of life insurance throughout the score war 3 to 3 in their favor when
%ill be soil unclear wa) before Jan- own. Bet nheinier thought the idea a
the ninth came. Although It didn't ties.
cuuntis tompleted their work.
As soon as the echoes, of
uary I, next. All of the large col- happy one and six years ago the
make any difference, we didn't want tremendous roar
Sixteen new laws
ceased, the pri.
have been
umns of the Idedfurd stony, which Aniicitia amateur band was organizstory to get around that we had
drawn up and it is believed by the the
sought to quiet the people but
forni the main ornamental feature of ed. It has grown to be a full militawhipped by a teens of crazy men,
commissioners that they
will, if been
vain. They fled In all directions. Si*
the building, have been swung into ry band of 65 pieces, comprising
so we worked as hard as If It were a
adopted, by the various states, corwomen fainted, the church a
eral
Place, the last One being hoisted trout some well known wealthy amateur
championship contest.
rect the greater part of the abuses
a
so large, however, that there
the cars today dud set in position just musicians.
baseman
"That
third
team had a
Although the members
ever the main entrance of Lbw build- pay dues. the burden of the expense In the management of life insurance that had Collins or Nash beaten. He ample room for the crowd to st,i
companies. These laws will be Inter.
ing. No instet
ehange in the plaits tally upon the orgaulse: and
he troduced during next winter into-the got everything that came near him
No trace of the perpetrator
o
car the structure ha%t been
made willingly pays.
In the ninth inning, with men on
legislatures of 37 different states. E.
the deed was found.
since the la-it ilebenib;% granted adsecond and third, I came to the bat
Bernbeimer has the best
base
E. Drake, the insurance commissiona.,
Since Saint Anactus, Who
ditional &pie opriatiou anti orderesi di um that -money
and two were out. We needed a bit
can buy, and he
er of the District of Columbia, will
erect,
the interior changed front hoot* to
to win. The pitcher put up a fact ordained by Peter himself,
never allow it to leave his possessubmit the proposed
measures to
tuariale and be dome changed front
one ineide the plate, and, just as be an oratory. In 90 A. D., on the site •
sion. Other members of the band, as
President RooseVelt in order that
(lappet to terra cotta
started to pitch, a great big Ply- the present basilica to mark the iii'
a rule carry their instruments to
they may be mentioned In the forth- mouth Bock rooster flew upon the where the Romans of St. Peter w.
and from the places where they play.
coming message of the president to fence sod crowed.
lajniactIoa Is Denied.
buried, no such dastardly occurrcin
Both dignity and weigh: prevent the
congress. The proposed new acts may
10., Nov 11 —In the
"I walloped the ball straight at has been noted in the annals of ti
brewer from doing likewise, He bas
federal court today Judge Evan* rebe summailsed as follows:
the third baseman, and the game church.
a trunk made especially to hold his
Need to grant an injunction against
A standard policy act which pro- seemed over, soI threw down my bat
Sunday was the anniversary of the
drum,
expresses
and
to
this
his
he
the lAnessine &
tvtlie taitealad•
vides six barms of uniform politica in disgust and started to jog to first dedication of the basillea and
it
has
Is 11 mighty useful coat to Own these wet, slushy days.
sought by the Order of Raney) Tele- destination. Bernbeimer never
for use by all life Insurance compa- I hoard the crowd eell.ag and, look- was beautiful]) decorated. Holy relbeen
known
to
miss
a
rehearsal.
graphers, Judge Evans held the soc4'esterday marked the beginning af Paducah's ''Rainy
nies.
over to third, saw the ball going ics were exposed. A large number ating
"I have nothing to say about the
tioe regulating conduct of companies
An annual apportionment act, Out to thetledt and the third baseman tended the bemires.
Swoon" and every man, whether exposed to the
engaged in laterstate commerce to- band," replied he to a query. "I just which requires life Insurance Com- tearing across the field as hard as he
It Was discovered that the bomb
weather much or little-, shouLd 'take thought for his
ward their emohales uneonai.tuilens.1, beat the bass drum—that's al: '
. -a bed bees- /oleos* inster-e- eraireSdia
gr.e *lbw Ife-eity esiseal -divi-osisid-ren.
health, diTh7—pi-iifeiTte—thin 'in-On nee OT peeve
"Two runs scored and we won the erected to facilitate repairs of the
dends dr eqp4itt. the amount earned
litAN1SH THE WHITE LIGIFT.
tion is worth ri pound of cure," a eravenette coat
eenaidlerage Berglar Goes for Doctor.
to the different policy holders. This game. We found out afterwards that roof over the celebseted
tomb of
(Hamm. Ky., Nov. 19 —A burglar
should come first in these thoughts. To be absolutely
amount of surplus the third baseman had a hallticine- Clement XIII., which is the most react,
limits
the
going for a physician that the %Pruner Grauer Safety. In Green for "illear
on the safe, side as regards quality, we sell nothing
which the companies are permitted tion. He believed he was a grain of markable piece of sculpture in the
Thank" Signal.
accidentally shot when he was breakcorn.' and when that rooster flew up basilica.
but the
to retain in their treasuries.
ing Into her home
n it die, is
prohibiting corporations on to the fence he thought sure he
An act
for mercy.
Pope
Prays
The
as
a
night
whitelight
signal
reported from Itardia county. Matt
from acting as agents of life insur- was going to be eaten up, so be ran
The pope was engaged In his no
Sandidge. a cripple, and his wife were of clear track Is being banished from
away."
ance companies.
devo:ions when the bomb w.
hour
the
unscientlac
Erie
in
railroad
as
awakened le
the burglar's moveAn act prohibiting discrimination
off, lie asked anxiously if the chit'
ments. Sandidgeand his wife picked principle, and practically all of the
For the manufacturer's guarantee every garment
betweetti agents and
reablit SOWS; to tislidrca.
had been injured. Upon being res
up firearms conveniently at hand and SYSten1 as far east ILA the Rochester and rebating
policyholders.
American
bearing their label to be positively- water-Light. Now
fell
need
to
children
his
sured,
stand
he
division
in
has
now
equipped
knees.
been
AO)11,commanded the intruder to depart.
with
An act regulating the election of of a more delleate sense of humor, that he must implore mercy for the
He declined, and the couple began a new code of lights, which makes
when You are buying, don't "go it blind," but look
firing
Mrs. Sandidge's skirt caught green, theme of white. read -clear." the directors of mutual life insur- according to Miss Marie I.. Shedlock, misguided perpetrator.
for the trademark which every Priestly garment bears
Engthe Professional story teller
on the trigger of her gun and the load and yellow, instead of green, read ante companies.
Every piece of the bomb
and which means satisfaction to you: "CRAVENAn act proltibiting the publishing lish children are far ahead of Ameri- could be found was carefully exam -1
entered her right thigh. 'For God's "caution." says the New York Times,
ETTE." These coats combine all the grace end elesake, call a doctor," Saod.dge cried to The red lenses in the low or dwarf of estimates and Illustrations which cans in this respect. NfIss Shedlock hied. The bomb evidently consists!,
gance of cut and fabric which are shown in up-to-date
course
of
what
In
tlie
Add
yesterday
tile burglar. The marauder departed signals, which mean "stop.- have misrepresent the terms of any poliof a large tin box bound tightly w '
•
at one*, and within a short time a been changed to violet, not because cy, or the benefits or advantages she called a "stone talk" given et wire. It must have contained
overcoats; you otn have a form tracing back if you
Normal college for the benefit of pounds of gunpowder and
phyalcian had arrived slaying he had of the teaching of scientials that this promised thereby.
like. The prices are from
th'i
been summoned by a ettranger
An act prohibiting life insurance Allimaae settlement.
pounds of nails. The nails were
Mrs. color acts more powerfully on the
"It was a great joy to me." said three sizes, some seven inches long,
Sandsdge's recovery Is considered Color-sensitive nerves than straight companies from making any kind of
the three so heavy that the
Miss Shedloek. "daring
red, but Amply to distinguish
doubtful.
the a political contribution.
threw
explosion
stop signals on the through tracks
An act forbidding insurance com- months I recently spent in England. them but a short distance. The m,
font the multitudinous red signals at panies expending more than $5,000 to feel I hould never gaze upon one were
1120.000 TO uKtv DRUM.
wrapped in neswpapers da'i
• .
the interlocking points in the switch - for an) specific purpose without tbe of your Sunday papers. I cannot but
November in and 17, proving ti:
New Yorker Organise.
feel that the Scar14.4i child would
, Orchestra in lag yards. White as a signal light ronsent of the board Of directors.
the bomb was prepared Saturdso
l''
.
4 f
has been doomed, because it is no
Order to Posted Basso.
An art prohibiting life insurance lose something of his delicate sense
The rumor having spread that the
410
. •_1111•111111110
of humor if be were fed on jokes that
color at all, and every danger and companies from paying any
officer a
pope intended to visit St. Peter's to
What small boy is there who has
depend for their fun on tricking some
precautharuiry signal on a railroad is
salary in excess of $50.000 annually.
pray before the tomb, where the outnot envied the pompous person who a
one older. I speak as a humorist, not
potential source of disaster from
An act regulating the investment
rage was committed drew an excepbeats the bass drum in the band and the fact
as a moralist,"
that it becomes • -clear"
of
life
insurance
company
funds.
tions:1y large crowd to the basil ,
who has not hoped to become as
tier
Shedlock
Stcriess.
told
Miss
signal at once should anything hapAn act making the policy the enThe rumor was unfounded, fii
great as he' To few do the cherish- pen to the lens of colored glass. This
large audience, are to the child what
tire contract between the interested
Cardinal Rampolla enter id
ed dreams of boyhood become reali- danger is avoided
novels are to the adult----an escape
by the adoption of
ties. An exception is Simon E. Bern- green as the "clear" signal, for if parties.
from the connuouplace. The first ob- procession.
An act definlug the status of the
A three days' service of pus ,,
defter of this city, known to his either a violet or green lens is broken
ject in sterY telling should be to give
persona who solicit llfe insurance.
Will be celebrated in all churches ..,
friends as "the millionaire
And save at least fifty (50) per
children,
but
"great
the
to
dramatic
ye:low
joy"
light of the unsereened
drumAn act prohibiting life insurance
mer." who not only beats a
the second ehould be to appeal to expiation of this offense to religion.
bass lamp in the signal lantern
cent a year on your shoe bills. All
would
This explosion makes the third androm, but actually owns a band,says spell caution to the approaching en- companies issuing participating and their Imagination.
our shoes are made by the leading
archist outrage in Italy in four days.
a New York telegram.
"That has come to be almost
gineer. Even If the lantern should non-participating lanlitte9manufacturers, hence if you patAn
act
regulating
the
disbursebe burning bright enough to appear
With vast wealth at hie
trite phrase," said the "story teller." The other two being the murder '
ronize
us you are sure to get th,
insurance
ments
companie.s
of
life
Professor
exthe
Roast
in
Naples
and
never
was
a
time
or
a
"but
White,
there
Bernheimer is content If be eat
the clear light would give noAn act regulating companies run country that needed appeals to the plosion in front of the Cafe Aragno
beet.
Into an obscure corner and solemnly tice that something was wraps.
Imagination more than this. We have In this city, November 14.
Another count which the engine on the life assessment
Men's Hanel-Made.boom nut the noisy notes at the wave
f5.00 totem)
An act regulating the retirement been ringing the knell of the imagi- .St. Peters is the greatest basilica
Men's Welted.
of the leader's baton. It is his onls drivers have held up against the
3.00 to 400
Women's Hand-Made
4 00 to 6 00
hobby. It costs him about $20,0110 a white light is the ever-present dan- of capital stock of life insurance nation. If only we wouldn't drag In Christendom.
Wciaien's Welted ....
children out into the bright light of
$t. Peters.
2 00 to 3 mi
year.
As his estimated wealth is ger of mistaking some chance night companies.
Boys' and Gids' Best .... 1.00 to 3.00
explanation, but would let them stay
It took :150 years in building and
$13,500.4)00. this is a mere baga- light beside the track for a signal
in the twilight of mystery!"
stands as the result of the efforts of
Will Life Be Worth Living?
telle to the "angel" of the Amicitia that all is clear. Green lights are
Our Boys', Mitten and Children's
Miss Shedlock warned the teachers 43 popes and the genius of Michael
The medleal profession
in Engamateur -band, which is an organiza- scarce, away from the police staShoes
have no equal for fit, style,
land is obtaining more and more in- before her against the "utilitarian Angelo, Bramante and Rafael. The'
tion Bernhelmer owns. and In which tions.
fluence and
comfort
the
and durability, at very
chemists'
becomes
shop
newsboy
the
story,"
where
commission of such an outrage in
he is the humble. drummer. The
threatens to become the church of the millionaire. "And dodt." she
SOLVES SERVANT PICORLE31.
close
prices.
forth
unlimited
place
called
such
a
man with a strange amusement also
the near future.
The
reasonable Implored, "go at story telling like
condemnation. The theory is held
is official bass drummer of the orSee Display in Our
will rise amateurs. It takes a great many
All the Luvuries, Including Idleness Englishman of tomorrow
that this attempt was not directed
chestra of the
exclusive
German
himfrom
his
wash
ventilated
bed,
and Night Key.
Show Windows.
years of study to become a good story against the papacy, but rather Was
Llederkranz club in
East Fiftyself is sterilized water, dress himteller. Never, never tell a story to a challenge to society in general by
eighth street, but he derives his
A family of Newark, N. J., has hit self in disinfected clothes, eat a med- children that you have prepared on
attacking religion, In the most sachief pleasure from his own band.
upon a solution of the servant prob- icated breakfast, drive to his office
the cars that morning. Only." she cred Institution of the people.
Bernheimer is a brewer. Although lem, It Is contained In the following in an antiseptic cab, transact busidon't
believe
the
customers, added, laughing, "I
fumigated
musical in hia tastes, he never had a advertisement, inserted in the New- ness'with
g"
breathe clarified air, and, 'returning noisy New York cars would permit
Feeding a Rubber Plant.
rafisical etincatitin. He did not get op ark Evening News:
405 Broadway.
to the sanitarium he calls his home, anybody to prepare a story."—New
little
who
flat
woman
a
lives
in
HOUSEWORK—Wanted.
A
by small
eisiunity 'to indulge his passion ful"On,e Pair Sells another—That's
family, girl to assist In general house end the day In the bosom of his san- York Tribune.
on V;ect Twenty-eighth street has a
London Truth.
work: no washing or Ironing:, mis- itary family,
plant
which
rubber
considers
she
•
tress will do all chamber work:- in"Wait er, how long do you keep king of its kind. Standing on the slit
cluding sweeping and dusting: four PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS your eggs here?"
of hi r front irludew, it reaches al
nights a week allowed, also one PAZO OINT V RIAT is inaratIteed to Cult say
"Why, until some one eats them, most. to the top of the upper pane,
case of Itching. Band. Illeedfaa or Protracting
whole day: night key given: private Sites is 6 to 14 days et mossy refunded. Soc.
for
sir, of course!"---Translated
some of its leaves being over eiglatees
- (mini§ bath connected with errs suite
Trans-Atlantic Tales from "Les Anof
Inches long
rooms; no plan, but will get one If
Subscribe for 'lee sus.
"It puts forth one new leaf ever)
required; salary $29 per month and
week
without fail." cite explains
perquisites; will give reference, AdIncorporated
The skin of the whalebone whale,
pt °wily. "And aid you ever see such
dress Reference, box 87, News ofboiled to a jelly-, is a favorite dish of
a Are gloss and quality to the leaves
fice.
Danish epleuros.
of any' other rubber plant!
The purpose of putting the wages
"I'll tell you bow it is—it's all due
at $29 a month ,is to make it easy
to feeding it properly.
My plants
for tin' applicant to say "One dollar
more," thus raising her wages to
get good, rich food. Every time I
wiring, electric plants installed.
$30 before she has begun her round
buy mutton or beef for dinner I wash
Complete machine shop.
of pleasure, says the New
Leaves Memphis NovemYork
it carefully In a truespan. Instead of
World.
The
family
have
overlooked
ber
21
for Louisville, Evans132.134 N.Fourth St.
Your fimily Doctor will tell
holding it under the spigot, and after
Pho nos 787
ti.3 50
none of the details of their plan of
Gold Shell Cruwn, 221:
ward I pour the water, which has
ville, Paducah, Cincinnati
you ibis prescription is a good
salvation. Owing to the coot of newsGold Fillit4a
100
some of the blood of its meat in it,
and all way points.
one.
Your money back if
paper space thee did not enumerate
Silver P1111tis.
80
over the roots to give them (strength.
strong and healthy its
A genius is a man
the perquisities: but applicants will
who doesn't
Through rate to Helena,
they do not cure your cold.
Plate Fillings
75
Then I also give my plant a table- New York Press,
know whether he is eating
be told that they include liberal alboiled
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff.
Bridge work and all grades io
spoonfid of cod liver oil onre,a week.
lowences of butter, coffee, sugar,celd
i cabbage or stewed tiolge.
plate work guaranteed. Painless
Ark.,
arriving
Paducah
Satplant
fewl
it
to
the
earth.
I
and
the
chicken; bottled
Mad doge aril rampant in Mont !
beer, cakes, the
Matrimony was epidemic at Paris
extraction of teeth
urday, November 23th.
drinke it up.
bottle cigars mid such °their staples
last week.
stamen, county.
"
"I Lever beard a any one eine feed
AR by lime-honored custom go
ts;i
BROOKS
tug a plant this way. The idea is all
the housemaid's friends er sstiolve
DI NTIST
Faith Phones liiikA.
proud Of it. I have
441wth assd taravectsectly
nir(MR, and

found

WORK ON CAPITOL
IS PROGRESSING

BOMB IN ST. PETERS
DOES NO DAMAGE

LAWS
TO BE INTRODUCED

A CRAVENETTE COAT

Genuine Priestly Cravenette

$10.00 to $30.00
teP•1

Buy the Best Shoes Made

COCHRAN SHOE CO.

Rexall Cold Tablets
Camph. Monohrom.
Cinchona Sul.
Acitanahd
Podophyllin.
A/oin.
Sqq-ar

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

LEE LINE STEAMER

•

Steamer Georgia Lee

House

The Prices Below Will Be I
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906

--

McPherson's
Drug Store.

G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

:17

Salrenoe for The

OR. KING

never sees any oiSeAl

plaal

•

bog. 33t

•

•

MO.NDAY, NOVM:NEREft to.

TIIE PADUCAH EVENING SLIN

KENTUCKY'S VALUE
MORE THAN BILLION

Rudy,!Phillips 4 Co. --

ARE

YOUR THANKSGIVING TURKEY FREE

219-223 EIHOADWAv

It vou but vour Suits, Overcoat. Shoes, Hats etc., from

THE MODEL,
Because the money you have on your purehatwa will enable you to
buy your turkey and other good things to eat, which will be the
same as if you had received your turkey free. In addition we give
vou PRBL: TWAIDING /STAMPS,which entitles you It,
Fittie DINNER SET of Elegant Prttioetie Citinawart•

Saturday Night

Gros. Land Frauds !Swett-red in
%1')otolos and Reported to Federal Authorities,

R411.1141 S1114

1111111111111101

41111111111111111e

Census Bureau Gives Figures
To Sustain It.

ol

PAGE THREE.

November 17

INVOLVED.

7:30 to 9:30
1Vashiongton. Nov. 19 -- Kentuckle is say their state Is worth more
than the rest of the teuetry put together. MI of them believe so, aid
why not? Even though the census
bureau disputes It with cold figures.
The mate of Kentucky, according to
the officials of the census bureau, today is worth just $1,527,48-6,230.
Several days ago a bulletin ass Issued placing the Neal estimated
wealth of the United States at the
stupendous figure of one hundred and
The billion anti a
Seven biliions.
half dollars it would be necessary to
put ue to but Kentucky from Milts
Point to sthe Big Sand,v includes the
foilowing: Real properey and improve
meets, $859,247.9e7, live stock. $91,
189,3,57: farm irupliments and machinery, $17,682,829; aranufaeturbng
machinery, tools and implements,
Milan Rush Grey, "Nature'« Most Nit stir Phenoinelose• *At The Kentucky$30,907,1135; gold and silver, coin
all
nett iteek. Ladies free :Monday night under usual rtmtlitittle.t.
railroads
698;
and bur.ion, $41,372,
and their equipment, $155,772,040:
street rallwais, telegraph and telephone systems, Pullman and private
ears, shipping, canals, waterworks
wad eiectric light and power. $59,718.312; all other property. $271.eon,
Dirct tars
Stitt

We sold in our special Saturday
night Hope Bleach Domestic
1

5c Per Yard

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS

•

the
maneg.mient firmly ioelleves it has act
Ott IHnitirtty and levatty.- and rearseurare stockholders that in the opinioo
of :he board there Is no course for
alarm.
As a result of a change in their
NsIgninents in tti• penitentiary at
Frankfurt, several of the older guarde
appealed to the itris'on commigelon
from the rutting of W. S. Hawkins,
acting warden, acd were sustained,
belay given their old pieces.
Dr. Milton Hoard may resign as a
member of the state board of control of charitable ;net:notions, according to a report in Frankfort, to become au pertn ten dekt of the Westa-n
Eenforky intim* asylum.
State irespector Henry R. lli.os experts to complete, this week, his report on the fiscal condiCons in Owen
county and will make an extended report to the governor within a abort
time.
Thomas Young, a passenger on
Big Seeds train cut and seriously
wounded the conductor and inekeacting to:(II Litat
ft44t e-fleromt
-,

Land Frauds in Wyoming.
Wastringtoo, Nov. le.—A4adavIte
are on file with the governarant here
said have been railed to the attention
of President Roosevelt clrarging that
the gigantic land frauds whereby the
Union Pacific Rat:road tompane and
Pacifle Cogi company rethe Union ,
cured illegally coal lands in the
state of Wyoming clued at many
millirem of dollars were perpetuated
with the full knowledge of the government land office. If not with the
connivance, and were known, if not
,tweitly assented to, by the department
The affidavits are
of the Wexler
made by Arteinue J. Smith, of Smith
& Bradbury, dealers fa mines and
mining at Denver.
MUNICIPAL PLANT FAITS.
columbn• Has Had Trouble in Making Its Own Gas.

New York, Nov. 19 -- A Columbus,
0., telegram to the Times says: The
ritY of Columbus. through the city
council. has decided to issue and ..It
IT
If
am"utthe
a
th equip
Peasibkto b"dg
repair and
$140,000
electrfr tight plant owned by the
city. It was thought the city would
sell the plant to a private corporatien, but political influences were TAKEN DV ELECTRICAL INsPECsit OF PADUCAH.
too strong.
Some of the members of the city
council wanted to employ an expert
engineer to examine. the large storMr. Mcieferem Will Instruct Merage dam near the city, which cost
chants How to Avoid Danger
a million dollars, and report ,whethin Hohlidny Displayfs,
er the water power could not be pil-

WISE PRECAUTIO fi

401.1alk•ii

•

ed for generating electricity. This
proposition was too sensible for the
politicians. They seemed to want to
generate the electricity at a greater
coat.
a
The plant has been a losing proposition. The debt of Columbus Is
$11,650,700. The taxable property i•
880,000.000, -and, according to the
longworth law, the city is within
one million of the limit or bond issues. It has recently spent one million dollars for a filtration plant to
the water supply, a million for a
*ewer disposal plant, and a half million for a garbage disposal plant
The tax rate is now $3.03 on the
$100. Adding to this the street paving and other extras, there are exorbitint tax bills.
A cry has gone out by the advocates of the municipal ownership of
the electric light plant that the generators are not sufficient to produce
2,010 lights as required and that
the machines are overtaxed. Not
long sieve the plant was shut down
for repairs, and the light was furnished by private electric companies,
and was so much better than that
furnished by the city that some m
the citizens wanted to continue the moved.
contract.
Tinsel eget other metallic- deAralion should be kept clear of letups,
FOR REBUILDING VALPAILAISO sockets, receptacles, or conductors,
Wires 'carried over lidera or ahoy
$5,000,000 Loan Voted by Chilean windows should be protected by con_
Deputies.
of
Chamber
dult.
Inflammable material should
be
Santiago, -Chile. Nov. 49.— The
kept clear of lamps and sockets..
chamber of deputies yesterday PassAlt r,•11
elP+'trIral
St t
ro, to
ed the bill providing for the reconstruction of Valparaiso and authorizing a loan of $5;000,000 to be devoted to the work of repairing the
by the earthdestruction caused
quake of last August. A proposal to
tome paper money for this purpose
nes defeated.
" Care and Trouble are the chew,cal teats. that Life rrs In its search
for Character.

Worth wholesale today 8c.
Next Saturday night we will
have special of same character,
same hours—unknown—as this
—
th until time of sale—
some article of equally as good
value. Now come down and
get some of the bargains.

--

District Atsertwe- Jerome reports
that be Ittets-ro taw ander which to
prosectite ortif!..als of the Mutual Life
Insurance company except In two
teepee already prosecu Led.
Natives at Santo Domingo will seek
to improes upon the senate the importance of tatifying the treaty between that I atintry and the United
Statea,
Frames E Martin. arrested in Buffalo in ceannection with the Story
Cotton company failure in Philadelphia. was held in ba:1 of $25,00o.
Renewed religious disturbances are
probable in Frame over the eeforcereent or the 11w for the separation of
chureh and state.
Senator IleCumber, of North Dakcs
ta, sill resume his fighti in congress
for the federal irepect ion and grading
of gratin.
The Hen. John A. Kageon, who has
given mans !!arit• study and effort to
the tariff, has retired from pubis
work.

112 S. Second St.
sillEENWIEMEN1111111MIIII1==1111111111ROIP

vs. Assessments
The late Elmond P. Noble carried insurance on his life In
the old reliable Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
for more than thirty years, at the very low rate of aboet Fifteen
Dollars per year per thousand. This low cost was due to our
liberal dividends, ANNUALLY distributed. Had misfortune
overtaken Mr. Noble, or had It, de/tired, for any reasisn, the policies could have been cashed for about 90 per cent of their cost,
or the Compliny would have loaned him that amount. This
would have made the cost of his insurance only about

Two Dollars per Thousand per 'Year.
Fix this firmly in your rritid and then compare it with your
last assessment.
If you wish, we will lute your Annual Dividends to make
your policy an Endowment Policy and pay you when you are
old. You don't have to die to win in this Company and our
rates for insurance of this kind are from 4 per cent to 6 per
cent lower than other companies' straight life rates,

The Young Man WhO is Looking for Something Nice to Send
His Lady Friends Christmas

If interested. "all before the holiday rush.
We expeet to be e‘en busier than usual.

Should let us show him the Motherof-Pearl Stamping in fancy Stationery. It is undoubtedly the
handsomest work the engravers
have ever conceived, and looks for
all the world like the genuine
mother-of pearl. Nothing would
make a more acceptable gat.

Low:st
Cost

Call and let us show you samples
of the work, and quote you prices,
which are very reasonable.

T. M. NANCE

If you want anything in the
Visiting Card line, see our fifty
styles and exceptionally low prices
for the holidays.

DISTRICT MANAGE1.2
—
108 Fraternity 1-11dg.
IM-vcsne 1083.•A

leo Script Engraved Cards and
plate

ads

$1 50

100 Old English Cards and
$300
plate..

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbin or Heating question Is :
Who's the best to seep Ask your nelg!Abor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

&he Evening Sun
Both Phones 358.

E.D. HANNAN
m0rir,

Plumbing, Heating. Gas Fitting
325 Kentuulcy Ave.
132 South Pcsurth

pENNyRoyAL PILL° Thne. y.

Bath Phones 201

Zresse vie
-alar
0 omis,,..7%
or and banish "pain

..•••••

RUDY PAXTON

THE MODEL

1111111111111111M110111111,.

The heart is a great diary in which
of menstruation.' They are "LIFE SAVERS" to girls at
womaulextd, aiding development of organs and body. N
the years write actions and when a
known remedy for women tenets them. Cannot do Lewin—lit
man sits down to read it over there
becomes a pleasure. $1.01f PER BOX BY MALL. Sol(
-JR. MOTT'S C9111111C A Lt CA).. Clevearad.
s
by cri ni
are many pen-thrusts that bring the
$OLD BY ALVE1' & 1,IST AND G. C. C. KOLB, PADUCAH. Klt.
tears.— Florida Times-Union.
are
Life's
costliest treasures
mended failures. Even the oyster
mends his humble, broken shell with
pearl.

We have hail it big rusb
all week on neavy winter thercoate.
Suits, Shoes, Rubbers and Boots, but we were prepared to moat
every demand, and our immense reserve stock makes us s'
ready to meet all further demands.
Men's Suits
Men's Overdoats
$3 to $15.
$1 98 to $15
Cravenette Raincoats .... $7.50. $111 $12.
NV, itivf , iii.' best line of High and Medium Top Winter Shoes 1 any house in Paducah.

Old Line Insurance

work is attached should be substage
tially built.
The above are the instructions
which Inspector McPherson will isAtte. He wants every merchant
to )
follow them and holiday displays 2
will afford fewer opportunities for
flres.

$20.00 Hound
Trip
Front Louisville to
TAMPA.
PUNTA (N)RDAt
ST. PETERSBURG,
ORLANDO,
W. J. McPherson, city electricaa
—Ind Many Other Points in
Inspector, has received a letter of
FLORIDA
inset:eerie from the Western Afr140' Via.
clatIon of Electrical Inspectors deSOUTHERN RAILWAY
tailing the class of display novelties,
and
which will and Will not be permittee QUEEN AND CRESCENT ROUTE
in the business -districts. It is a list
November 20th.
of instructiona formulated by experi- Alto Low Homeseekers' Rates on
enced Inpectors who have watched November 6th and 21:tth to points in
every point until the slightest cense Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina. Mississippi, Alabama, Georfor a fire-has been noted.
gia, Florida, Texas, Indian TerritoThe Instructions.
ry, Oklahoma Territory, Kansas, Ne"The following excellent sugges- braska and Colorado.
tions are made by our show Window
Tickets, first-class, allowing liberal
display lighting committee. stop-overs In each direction, and good
and
Start your campaign early" is the returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and comway the instructions read.
• Flexible cord in show-windows is plete iirformation call on or address:
A. R. COOK City Passenger & Ticka fruitful source of fire's.
et Agent. 234 Fourth Street,LoulsKeep decorations and merchandise
villa Ky.
off cord drops in store.
C. H. MINGERFORD, District PasExposed clip receptacles _are unsenger Agent, 234 Fourth Street,'
safe in show windows.
Louisville, Ky.
C. BEAM, JR., Asst. Gen. PassenCutouts, swit.thes, naRnes and moger Agent, St. Louis, Missouri.
tors 'in show windows should be re-

•

•

Unknown Special

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it ;s neun

OUY NANCE eic SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

I

AMBULANCE F'012 SICK OR INJURED
Open Day and Night.
Old Phone 699
New Phone 334.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET

CQ., INSURANCE=--PHONE 30

\
•
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ways spending a little or this and
a little for that, we did not realise
the pace at which we were trave.ing
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
It was not until the startling total
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. of our extravagance was published
okronaTED
by the bureau of steel:tics In WashF. M. FitiliER. President,
R. 1. PAXTON. General Manager.
ington, that we were shocked into
stwacnirrios RATES:
appreciatiou of our style of living.
lidattered at the poatoffIce at Paducah.
lContlnued from page one.)
Diamonds? We bought 'Pm by the
Ky.. as second class matter.,
bushels-thirty-five
melioo
dollars'
THE DAILY Strla
By carrier, prr area
8 .10 wortb-sad we dropped another tri- the (loading dock of the I. C. incline.
mail, per month. in advance
.45
Eggleewn managed to get a rope tiled
wail per year. in advance
LSO fle of five nielions for other kinds
and the career of that hest was endTUE WROCKLY SEX
of colored pebbles.
ed.
Per year, by mail, postage pald
91.00
Our cigar and cigarette
bill for
Address THE HUN. Paducah. Ky.
The ,Jr* Fowler caught the Mare
the
year
was
something like twentywith-8,115 South Third.
Phones Ea
Michael several hundred yards farfive millions.
Young. Chicago and New
Payne
ther clown and tied them to the bank
I oda_ representative..
We must keep closer watch on exJust below.
THE SUN can be found at the follow- penses. It scarcely seems possible
The damage done all the steamers
' tif places:
that the women spent Setr.:en mil:lona
R. D. Clemente lis Co.
•
was slight,
Van Cuilii Bros.
Just for feathers last year.
Palmer House.
The wheel of ttee Monist Bauer WAS
John Wilhelm's.
One hundred millions! It didn't broken, as was
(lie wheel of the GerN our store, the beautiful and the artistic must go hand in hand with the useful and the inexpensive; we
seem to us were wasting any time or
tie M.
having an unusually good time, but
buy our stock that way. Nowhere iti our store have we put forth a more earnest effort than in our Car4Aseal he Filer of Danger.
when the aggregate is before us, we
pet Department, which is under the efficient management of Mr. John Dipple. Nlr. Dipple has for
During the Whole trip from Mecan not figure out how we had time ehanicsburg none of the four persons
years
been identified wi:h the carpet business in Paducah and it will give hi:n pleasure to welcome his friends
MONDAY, NOVEMBER le.
to do our work while this orgy was made nut effort to leave the steamto
our
store. Carpets, Rugs and Mattings are shown in magnificent variety and we arc confident of our
going on.
ers, thouge they had skiffs. Egglesability to please you in quality and price.
CIRCtLATION STATEMENT.
One hundred
millions for Euro- ton and Terry preferred. to stay %I.'
(*.tuber-1000.
pean novelties! We must have "had their boats to try to wive them.
an awful time blowing It In;
but
thee Mire. Terry and her duller1
.39S9
17
3933 now with Chriettnas approaching,
we ter Ethel wewo frightened by the Sud3
.3891
18
3935
a.most wish we badn't spent so den and unexpected oceurrence, tie
$
.2963
19
4133
4
.3963
20
3933 much. Just twenty dollars of that bete been around the river long
6
.39156
22
4476 hundred millions would help some enough to be claim under trying oreu[mita Mew They wore *Weep ail,
6
.3980
23
44'90 before December is gonethe eventful trip was started I.
a
.3963
24
4536
9
.S955
25
Wbat teemed assumes is confirmed soon w
dreamed aced out in the re.
4032
10
.3953
26
3949 to the stockholders of the Staodard night
; This morning Mrs. Te.
11
.3959
27
3942 In the pubkc rounnunflatlen from 26 was gc ing breakfast on the boo
12
.1977
29
3925 Broadway, that "Your directors feel alter ben* up all 'right.
13
.3979
30
3941 that there Is no adequate mouton for
Mr. sod Mrs. Terry are. from Sie36
.3960
31
3929 such a stilt." And whet disturbing tersville,
W. Vita., and ere ten their
.3926
16
confident'e is expressed .in the wisdom way to the Mina river in Arkanesa.
Total
108,495
They arrived Saturday and tied e
Average for October, 1906....4018 and integrity of the courts.
to one of the bargee whleh got aetr,.
Average for October, 1905....3612
rdbest to his sworn
return Mr. Terry had worked all day yeettite
enthualastic 4recepttous
Increase
to day on the %lees; of his boat in orIil
Persosaly appeared before me, Wilitatu Randolph Hearst during his der to leave the plats where he was
this Nov. 1, 1906. E. J. Paxton, gen- campaige cost him over a quartet tied, as he oaw then that it was I •
eral manager of The Sun, who af- of a miiIion dollars. It seems that sates Now his, sore will have to .•
Irma that the above statement of Hearst It [Libel( really was the host done over
as the ueseel was
you_wilou well/plank the hale pf Use tiLopfeeK14.11.(1KEksiS--41sa-sittesieeleur-ef-Tive-gua-Ser
EUr-niture--Tee sc
a. 'ns.
TIU-ROOK CASE. for which we are excluelve &genie- In Paducah.
-- *tenth of Oet., 1906, is true to the
GeTcrie"Ege
I t IS our opinion that the dining room should be one-ot theaaintr:
• s. night watelMSIse
most
triumph
by
the
conceded
critical to be a
The Globe-Wernicke is
beat of tea knowledge and belief.
eat and most cheerful rooms In the house and we have tried to buy our
,.r, lives et '',- on the Monte I
PLATFORM AND PRACTICE.
of tine cabinet work-handsome, durable and, best of all, absolutely
Dining Room Furniture with that end In view. We have complete
--rtrrEn PrRTICAR, Notary Public.
Another plank is added to the plat- Garrett street. inset thought before 1.••
meta and single pieces. in all prices and finishes
Our !bowing of M is
dust-proof.. Alnoat any finish at aimost any price you name. Roll-top
My commission expires January
form for organized labor by Samuel went to bed that the driftwood was
Won styles Is especially noteworthy in its quaint simplicity. We bas
31, 1908.
desks, typewriter desks, standing desks, chairs and everything else
Gornpers in his annual address. His accumulating heavily. When DPW' '
siatti. except 1,.rially tine plate racks and novelties of that kind whicti
necessary to the complete furnishing of an office .
propaganda
heretofore has been this morning by a reporter for 7' •
-more and more --get one increase Sun, he wee trying untruemDaily Thought.
•
"The world fears the jusere of a In wages and then begin at once to no find ssenething to eat •
agitate for another. "You ask me."
weak man."
Unprecedented Rise.
he has said. "when we shall stop:
The river robe more bore In re,.
and I simmer that we shall never
CONFEDERATE REUNIONS.
stop." It is to be always more and late isi bout* then it has erer dei.• •
The resolution to dispense
In the history of the otty within the)
with more.
Now he lays down the Principle usemory of the oldeet river 'mt.,
the sitonsors and maids of honor at
Confederate reunions, miming as it from whim h there is to be no with- Fiertll a steer of live feet Steturdse
does unsolicited from the Daughters drawal under auy circumstances-- It has Moen to exteen feet today.
(let a COLE'S Ilia BLAST HEATReports of many rafts getting
of the Confederacy, shows a conski- "No more reductions In wages to
ER this winter and save half your fuel hill.
We are exclusive agents for the MOAmerican lirbor; we will resist it to
ionise are coming in. The Paducah
erati9e and regard for the soldiers of
It costs no more than other makes, though
the utmost."
GUL
ANCHOR HEATER. It is espealW-fost cameo that must make their
The impulse behind these propos- Veneer company has lost two large
you Would imagine that it did from its aprafts
timber
of
fine
cially
adapted for heating Store Rooms,
old hearts beat warm with pride and als does Mr. Compere credit. The
pearance and working. It carries lire all
The Mary Michael was tiled up this
satisfaction in the thought, that a are unmistakably for the advantage
Saloons and Factories, and we recommend
the time. Turn over a new leaf this winmorn.ing with tie stern pointed
dinew generation of southern woman- of American labor
it strongly for any of these purposes. All
is
demand
But
mere
tee
or
es
rtoolueon
out
Into the river.
It was in
ter and make only one tire instead of
hood holds them in the old tender
not enough. Wages depend upon a dangerous situates' aud efforts to
sizes
from 16 inches to 28 inches.
regard. It shows an appreciation of
hundreds.
the get it righted ilbout wets. tieing made
what political economists call
the real meaning and original 'inwage fund, and the wage fund. extent of these reunions, of the fact actly like Interest, sinking fume re- this tuoraing.
The Mary Michael and the bas-ges
that the veterans are the central fig- pairs and betterments, Must be proAT* the properts of Mr. Willi/1111 Kiature, In gatherings yat must mean vided hr commercial and industrial
business tereohn. The Monis Bauer is the
Inure to them than to anyone elite. conditions under which
tproperts of Mr. Ed Woolfolk, and
Somewhere It has been intimated rney be eonducted at a profit, and not
at a loss. In hard times the Ware was brought back to Mechaniteburg
that the old soldiers have become a
fund will be small. In extreme panic today. The steamers got adrift at
Mere feature in a parade setting for
•
there will be no wages at all. labor midnight and %ere tied up or caught
a chivalry on horseback and beauty may compel capital to pay higher at 1:30
Elrutl Inquest Friday.
s
In carriages. This is hardly the ease, wages or not operate at ell. It can
Coroner Frank Eaker stated this
but it Is line of the women to think compel no man to continue in busiafternoon that Friday walk', be the
ceased Nicest% Tonight.
of the old veterans in wiled gray, ness at a lose
date set for bolding cm inquest into
The board
of conucilmen will
Organized labor has bettered itself
when the musk. and flowers and gay
the death of Mrs. J. W. (Bud) Elrod
through concerted action in indus- meet tonight in regular session. It is ARE Ismitil
HEN FREIGHT FOUND IN ONTARIO 81' NIEM- ARE eleS1- REPAIRING DANIAGES He has
talk are all present to make them
received no report from Dir.
trial lines Now Mr. Oompers pro- expected that few matters out of the
T It ties (1)1.1.111E.
,
TO BANK.
HER OF 1.1•XSISLATURE.
think other thought!.
H. A. Smith who .anatysted the stompolices that It shall operate along po- ordinary will
be brought up, unless
ach, and will not until the inquest.
And now, since the women have litical Once. How well or 111 this poit Is something in connection with
suggested It, we are not sure we litical activity will result for organwork going on or plans already un- Ripley, Tenn., seem, of leeesetrosse Tiffa y
would wish the sponsors and maIJs ised labor mast depend upon the wtsAppetit 'Counterfeiting Case.
n
Has Expert luvestlestkag Exterior of First National Is Wrecked
der consideration.
Wreck on saturOay-Orders
of honor dispensed with. Somehow, tteMeertth which it IS directed.
7Ttuivease against Henry Davie for
Where the Horse Plunged
of
Mamma
Ramses
Deposite
So far, Mr. (Sommers has confined
lotertheyed.
theft bright faces and smart gowns
counterfeiting is on trial in the fedThrough.
There.
his politieal activity to attacks upon
Typewriter Sold.
add a touch of color to the scene. and Republican men and policies under
eral court this afternoon. Davis Is
Deputy Sher.ff Mime Ogilvie this
Make the .affair a public demonstra- which labor hes 'Prospered and the
represented by Hal S. Corbett.
morning
ttI
sold
a
ppwriter
in
the
tion instead of a mere reunion. The wage fund has been high
He has
neer
end
In
a
light
coilistion
of
a
pase of the Globe Bank and Trust
Carpeeters began work today reOttawa, Ont., Nov. 19. -It Is exsponsors and maids of honor are done his beet to defeat the men and
Marty a man has his leg pulled beicompauy amend Oscar Jones and engine and local freight train at Rip- pected the announcement will 'short- pairing the damage done by the runrepresentative of the present, as the overthrow the policies under which
ley,
cause
Saiiirdey
Tenn.,
on
of his' anxiety to put his best
afternoon
'others for i$40, Roy W. McKinney
ly be made of a diamond' discovery away horse of MT. F E. Metzger SatSoldiers are of the past. They 'ride wages have been steadily Inc rreseed ,
two
men
foot forward
killed
were
and
urday
by
running
through
the
closed
the Mit lug it fie
and
poser
the
men
In
put
and
to
hi the Temiskaming distrteerof OntaAte the spirit of today doing honor
three seerlpuely tree:ed. Two of the
under which business was
rio. L. 0. Armstrong. the Canadian doors of the Feat National bank at
to the spirit of yesterday. After all. policies
seerwes
injured are in the Paducah Illinois
paralyzed and wages' went dowse-Third and Broadway. New gine, an-t,,
the old soldiers are the heroes of the Indianapolis Star.
Central hoepital for treatment. The Pacific coloniltion agent, expects partly new window end door casings
e.
soon
to
hear
important
from
results
hour.
ace .dent Was doe to the engineer on
wt:1 have to be built. Saturday, the
THE ItEle WARREN STU eltT
It may be that hostess titles are
the light engine runneng past eignela, the expedition of geologists and openings were boxed up with rough
diamond
experts
seat
by
the
Tiffany
£1 is said.
--Sometimes inclined to elaborate on
lumber. It is mad that among the
The light engine was No. 1038. one firm of New York into the district clerks at work in the bank when the
the social side of the occasion, and Preachee at flic Vine Presbyterian
('hurt h.
of the big Pacific tyro, in charge of west of Temiskammg to Investigate, horse plunged through, the meet
by comparison seem to slight the
discovered'
I likerialeer 0. Rareley and Conductor the diamond indications
veterans, but this cap. be remedied.
poptrlar spot was the molt.
Char:le Huff. It ran into the ea- there.
The Rev. Warren Stuart preachFor the veterans' part they want the
boo, of a local height in charge of
According to the Rev. Father Per-'
union toi be a real ramp-fire ed at both services at the First Pre• •
You will never tire of Mrs. AusConductor A. Knox Abernathy and sidle who. is well -known as a North
nd which they may minglre- byterian church yesterday. Ills morn ,
tin's Paneakes.A fresh supply now
Eneineer A. C. Allen.
Ontario colonizer, A. 0. Anbin, memIle
old wartime acquaintars led ing topic was the ephemeral nature
Will Soott, Seeman on the local, ber of the Ontario legislature for on hand at your grocers.
"s• over again for a few days an of the things of this world and en$1.00 and Up
and John Dfumwright., a paseenger, West Nipisaing and a merchant of a
.serisode thee made them brothers In during quality of plans built with
YOU fION'TeeltiVE TO Walee
were killed outright. A. F. Posey, of Sturgeon Falls, Ont., has in
eternal.
the
reference's
life
to
his pos- shay dose makes you feel better. Lae- Poe
lira and death.
This weather is typical of the
Henning. Term., a istaseenger on the session a stone which i bessecmfata keeps TOW whole Insides tight. Sold cm the
We doubt if the veterans will susstosery-eace pen everywhere. Price be rats.
winters in Paducah, and there
loath had his eye knocked out tied session a stone wtech Is believed
New Flecnreion Company.
to
tain the 'Daughter,' of the Confedis nothing go serviceable such
eras badly bruised. Conductor Aber- be one of the largest diamonds
"The Bluff City Excursion tomin
Relief for Itheuniatom.
eral's' in their resolution to dispense
days as a gortA raincoat, arethey
eathy bad his (toiler bone broken and
which
Pans" Is a new corporation
the world. This stone was secured, a
These damp des* are hard on peowith the sponsors and
maids of
not only keep off the rain, but
wee bruised all over while .1. C. Morfiled its articles Saturday in the
honor, lint ;t was tine of them to
turn the keen cold winds, too... rie, a civil engineer of Felten. had thort time ago, from the Lake Mas- Piet afflicted with rheumatism, and
county court. The incorporators are:
sing district. It Is described as being relief is sought in all sorts of remesuggest it.
A raincoat Is so ntuch lighter In
his right leg broken.
dies,
le E. Patton. Memphis. 31 shares;
as large as a hen's egg.
weight than an overcoat and
The latter two were brought to
There is no_doubt in theeninds of
Ben F. Young, Russell, Ky., 33
just
AA
warm.
COST OF LUXURIES.
Paducah where the in
people who have suffered with the
were
shares, Al J. Powell. Cincinnati, 33
We are ehowlne Motile excepMay Continue Meeting.
dread disease and those who have
One hundred millions for hiendressed. Condstetor Abernathy statshares. The gentlemen will engage
tional values at $15 coat that
The Rev. Mr. Donald McDonald. of studied it closely that probably more
rem!
that Raveley ran by hie signets
ed
In general steanthoating, with headis easily writ lb $2 to $3 more.
anti hit hint while rimming 30 miles Danville, preached two splendid ser- relief can be secured from the OsteoAll that money we literally blew
prices that will suit
quarters at Memphis. Captain Powell
They come in dark shade% and
an hoer. The caboose caught fire mons at the First Cumberland Pres- pathic treatment than any other.
In during the Meal year. 1906. and
is well known In Paducah. He was
mixtures and made In the prete
Of course, some _chronic cases your
and burned up, wed the bodices with byterian church yesterday. Tonight
evert- cent of it went to Europe.
pocket book and
formerly superintendent of the Barent Season's styles
them, it is reeettined. Wiens the Dr. McDonald will preach again and won't yield to any treatment, but inDuring that time we drank six
We have raincoats, however,
stances of cases of seven and eight
rett line of boets, resigning to enplease your eye. Take
wreck occurred the local was on a after th• service, the members of
million dollars' worth of champagne,
years' standing yielding to three
front $15 coats up to $30. In this
ter the exenrelon business.
ourve and the light engine crew did the church will meet to consider the Months' treatments
and then think of all the things that
can
be
cited.
If a look at them.
latter price vim find the peer of
advisability of continuing the servi- you are suffering of rheumatism,
not see the local in time to stop.
went with it, that we must have
tallipes $45 tiarmenL
Marilee In Hotel.
ces
week.
the
throughout
Dr.
Mcsheuld
like
to discuss your case with
bought right there at home
The
Mr. Jaen w. Twedle. of TIline,
' When you ask .for Mrs. Austin's Donald is one of the finest pulpit you, examine you and tell you what
thought of it makes lie feel like re- Ky.. and Miss Blanche Martin. of
I can do tar you. 'With the dry hot
forming.
figures merely Pinekneyclele, Ky. were married In
Pancake Mine Insist upon having It. speakers heard in 'Paducah in a
These
air treatment that I use with osteoions
time
hint
at
,
and
say
a
Mrs.
etory
Anstiattrand
no
of
other.
ex- the tailors of the New
Richmond
pathy I am having very gratifying
tremes
that Memos
the' blast' hotel this moreeine et 9 o'clock by the
success with people yon know well
as
Teo many think of religion
thane to oar rheeks..4dIstg glop Mr. now*
Dr. 0., B. Fronde. 61-1 Broadway.
limy _left
I eildwell eireelt tinsel convened
lrfht nee Telltleir swinge.
PlietiftisVel'7
•-•••••••••••••••••••• ; i'rtt et On tOCia:"
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ADRIFT ON RIVER
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ARTISTIC HOUSE FURNISIIIMS

I

•

410

rOffic, 'FurAnit

1!

1

In Furnishing Your Office

-Dining -It.00m-

Coles'
Hot Blast Heaters

Mogul
Anchor Heaters

•

F. N. GARDNER,JR., CO. 114=116 S. 3d

BURNED IN WRECK

BIG DIAMOND

CARPENTERS

GOOD RAINCOATS

All Sorts of
Fancy Footwear

At

toca,

4. 4 m l
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS
TO BE DISCUSSED
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TIPS.

Hundreds of Homes

•

NOW 18 TRIG accepted time for
Cotillion Club.
jou to look about your fire and tornaThe Cotillion club hold a business County Convention at Broad- do insurance, as fall and winter are
meeting yeeterday ,afternoua at the
coming. Remember the old and reway Church.
office of the president. The attendliable Friedman Insurance Agency.
attic vim untatulaily large :eel matters
OfficeNo. 128 South Third street. Of'
of eepeciel important* were tramsResidence
flee telephone No. 940.
Speaker%
Prominent
ion
Proacted. Several changes in the amend Se•erni
phone No. 1581. We represent some
greso' and Methods of Work Will
went* to the constitution being made.
of the oldest and best insurance samBe Studied.
The executive committee of the
pan's*, which are paying their 1068
"
club is as follow's: lAthS M Rieke,
promptly. We protect your interests,
Jr., Charles Aleott, John Brooks,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Douglas Dagby, Edwin J. Paxton.
PROGRAM EOR THE FIRST DAY. Give us a call.
The dates selected for the els gerWANTED--Good boy to do house
meeo of this iseation are: Than
work. Apply at The Sun office.
eve; Dere-either 26; New Yearea
CLEANING and pressing neatly
Not to know about an Oil
An event of more than usinal inEve: February 14: Shrove Tuesday,
done. Jas. Duffia. Old phone 956.
and Wednesday night of Earster week. terest In the Sunday (lux., work
as a means of reHeater
HOUSE FOR RENT-- Tenth and
Ae far as ticiastbli these dates will be wile be the two days semion of the
the
coal bills it to
Jones street. J. It. McLean.
ducing
MsCrecken County Sunday tehool
adhered to.
FOR
RENT-Nice
ft
t-ruIsheil
room
be without a knowledge of
The committee of ladles appointed eonventlen at the Broadway Methowith board at 826 Kentucky avenue.
to select the favors for the gernrans d Mt Osarc h , begi urn 1 g toners-row
one of the best methods
FOR RENT-.s. five room cottage
are: Mrs. Victor Voris. elrairman; morning as 9:30 o'clock. Four Sunof home heating. Not to
with
bath,
319
street
South
Fourth
Mei. Henry Rudy Mire Ethel Brooks, day school specialists of intents:10°nSouth
Fourth
M.
Orme,
321
H.
Apply
wish
will
deal
-al
reputation
know the Aluminum Oil
every
Mies Frances Coleman, Mies Led!.
That is now on is certainly putting lots of Coats in the difONE iiiFeTi-fuinisheia room tor
phase of the modern Sunday school
Mee Winstead,
Heater is a pitty, as it is
A feature of the dencee thh• year work. Sampler; of all the :stele rent. Bath and all modern convenferent homes of Paducah. It is mighty hard to resist buying
one
of the perfect systems
Broadway.
alleles.
918
helps
and
be
on
di.appliances will
will be invitations extended to the
one, because the stock is larger, the assortment is greater and
of heating. They are perterents of the (dub members and to play and the difficult problems of
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
the prices are lower than ever before.
the east and hostess at say young the work will be freely discussed. Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
fectly safe, don't smell and
lady visitors in the (iffy, who are not The Rev. Willem Dourquin, county Rudy, Phillips & Co.
heat to a finish on little oil.
Coat Prices From $4.98 Up
president, is especially anerous for
members of t
FOR REST-Five room cottage,
b.
the Sunduy 'schools of the city and with bath 1036 Madison street. Apeounty to have large repreisentatioo ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
PRICES TO FIT
tt.
h shot'Id attend en enesee,
Mr. Edward Barrett and Mrs. Lon Pad
FOR RENT-Furnished or noHays will tomorrow afternoon be eepeeeell y as rbm• trreeete u twee lad furnished rooms, with or without
married in Little Cypress. Marshall weather may interfere with the coun- board. Apply 415 Kentucky avenue.
eounty., The young man is a well- ty attendance.
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaIt will be of especial interest to PaknotrA Illinois Central blacksmith's
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
workers
to
Sunday
school
dtrcah
know
helper and the bride-to-be is the widThird or 127 North Fourth.
317 B
ow of Lon Hays, the well known bar- that Mr. E. A, Pox, format-IL of this
A GIRL from 18 to 20 can find a
city, is one of the spealsersatle has
ber, who was killed by a stroke ot
street.
done more thee an several men. per- good home at 12-08 Jackson
lightning while fishing. They
will
References wanted.
hasps: to bring the Sunday schools of
reside in Paducah on South ThirHICKORY WOOD-Phoasa, Old
•
Paducah policemen are lunette•
Paduseh up to a high standard of
teenth
street.
443.
New 518. Delivered promptly.
gating a free-for-all fight in MeehanFox
modes-n work and methods. Mr
iceberg la tvbieh H es said several
- _
-0-- 'AGAgL, LINZ/.
is-sane of the epeakorts for Viesterne B.,E-1111LILEozo-Wedding Baas Testerdax.__
eft
men were ear etruday afternoon
a.,
WS%
dye mission. • Thom taking part tire -- WANTED-Funds/led rooms for airloirtenantes
The wedding bans of Miss Annie
•
-When you order a rig from us
S.
morrow are the Rev. T. C. Gabanier. light housekeeping. Address Wolff's city ere box boiler, GC horns' power,
Mr. John Albert one of the field workers of the Ken- Jewelry store.
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
you are talking to one of the pro- McLaughlin and
• one Erie city slide salve engine, 45horse power, with all belting, shaft.-,For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Graduate of Alfortville Veterinary
prietors or capable iserks (not a were published yesterday at the St. 'tacky Sunday School assoelatIon, and
FOR
RENT- One nice furnished
ing, boilers, etc. Will be sold cheap. school Paris, France; also Ontario
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 driver or hostler) who writes, flies Francis de Sales Catholic church at the Rev. William Meggiewore, Sun- room. Modern
conveniences. 431
Address J. H. Baird, trustee, Nash- Veterinary school and Detroit DenBroadway. Phone 196.
and fills the order at appointed high mass by the Rev. Father H. W. day school secretary of the Presby- North Seventh. 'Phone 1081.
Jansen Both are members of this terian church, and the program will
ville. Tenn.
-Mrs. Hattie Sherrell underwent time. Palmer Transfer Co.
tal college. Charter member of the
FOR RENT--18 room house on
an operation at Rivervide hospital
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
be:
--W. F. Cowper was sworn in as congregation living in Padueah.
South
Fifth
street,
$22.50.
H.
The marriage will take place earSaturday and is resting well.
9:3.0 Devotional, Res, J. B. PerryWill treat scientifically with the
an attorney at ttie federal oottrt
Hollins, 'Phone 127.
ly in December.
-Something new under the sun
latest instruments and up-to-date
man.
RI Y'.EI NZ W3
FOR SALE-Brand
new 5-room
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R.
10:00-The Elementary Oradea,
treatment all diseases of the do-Why not wear Rubbers when
house with water In kitchen, on easy
D. Clement:" & Co.
mesticated animals.
they afford such great protection, at To Entertain Vinitons Friday inesensing Rev, T. C. Gebaner.
-Traffic, on the Nashville, times- such small cost. We have then' for
Mr. and Mr. Frank M Fisher have
Calls promtply attended to day or
10:44- The Home Department and payments. See L. D. Saunders, 318
nooga and St. Louis, between Jack- every member of the family. cheap, 'hawed invitatkoia for a cauxi party on the Cradle Roll. Rev. Wm. Meggin- South Sixth street. Phone 765,
night..
THE
AT
KENTUCKY,
son and Memphis, Tenn., was stop- Rudy, Phillips & Co,
Fridey evening at their home at Jet- earn
Office with Thompson's Trattafer
FOR RENT-dtooms wan or withMonday Night and Balance of Week
-City subscribers to the Daily fereon and Ninth streets in honor of
ped Saturday by ten washouts. The
11:20 --- Conference: House to out bath, 126 South 4th street, also with slatinese Wednesday. Thursday Co. Both Phones 387.
trains running Into Paducah were ef- Sun who wish the delivery of their Mr. and Mre Maurice B Nash Jr.. House Visitation Rev. T. II Gebauer. furnished rooms. Apply 304 Notth and Saturtlay-"Ille. Ruth Grey."
Residence, old phone 2935.
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
papers stopped must sotIfy our coir and Mrs. William Oregon Bonnie, of
feeted.
Ladies free Mouday night.
12:410-Noon I uesrM
WA. ED -To ouy farm iand711 conditions.
-Dr. E
. V. Voris, dada, 200 lectors or make their requests di- lesuieriliel the guests of Mr. and
Excursions from London to Pars
Aries-boost Beaskist.
rect to The Sun office. ,.No attention Mrs. David Lindsay VanCuitn.
Fraternity building.
2:15-Song and Prayer Service. C. Hollins Real Estate and General
Is and return. allowing 14 hours in
Insurance. Truelleart building. Tel-The reins settled the new road will be paid to such orders when
Paris, are advertised at 93.62.
Mine Ruth Grey Tonight,
Rev. W. E. Cave,
Estee Noes Club.
bed of the Paducah Traction com- given to our carriers. Sun Pub, Co.
Tftif"h•Pra - Meetmit. Res. ephone 127.
Many Inquiries have been heard
Miss Marjorie Bagby. of 812 Wm, Meggineon.
If there Is such a thing as an atpany on the Rowlandtown line and
FOR RENT Jan. 1.-fierd floor the last week concerning the characBroadway, will entertain the Entre
three cars were derailed Sunday af3:10--Tesieber Training, Rev, T. over H. W. Welker & Co. drug store, ter of woik done by Miss Ruth Grey, tractive distraction, it must be a
H(YrEl. AftRIVA114.
Primers-R. D. Garrett, Princeton: Nous club tomorrow afternoon at 2 C. Gel:ratter.
ternoon aid night, delaying traffic
Fifth and Broadway, 21:114 feet. D. the "Woman of Myptery" and
to- pretty woman.
3:50-eRound Taba:Sunday school A. Yeiser.
W. E. Jerrie*, Nashville; A. S. Megin, o'clock.
for some time.
night the people will have a chancel
Supervision, Rev. Wra• ffieggiellen•
-It is tow time to plant fall Chicago: F. T. Randle, Hickman; 2.
FOR RENT-Seven room house. to witness an eihibition of her pow-,
Willie Russell has accepted a Po4:30--Adjournment.
bulbs for spring blooming. Wts have M. Nee, Atlanta; C. L. Camp, New
corner Fourth and Washington. All era and test it. The performance conEvening Seselon.
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co., 529 York: L. L. Hills, St Louis; Dana sition with the Keith Mannfactaring
Apply
to sists of mind reading. and Miss Grey,
modern improvements
Broadway.
7:341-Devotional Servtee, Rev. C Mrs J. P. Thompeon
Socet, Cincinnati: A. Miehaerloviteh. company, of Canton. 0., and will
Phone 2130. whose work is of the same character
Thorn peon.
-Today Magistrate C. W. Em- Cineinnatii H. B. Gilbert, Murray; travel In Kentucky for.it.
FOR RENT-Isoom with bath at as that performed by Anna Eva Fay,
8:410- -Prepat
the Lesson, Rev.
ery Is 'calling his docket and setting W. W. Fershous, Paris, Tens.; a W.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sublet have
Opes
Mae
609 1-2 Broadway. Suitable for one Is said to excel that phenomenal Ivo- WheatLong. Leitchfield. Mane; Waiter Ev- gone to Pine Bluff. Ark., to reside. T. C. Gebausr.
cases for trial.
DAC
73%
73%
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's rnan. A good vaudeville bill Is offer8: 3,0-- -Jesus the Great Teacher,
Mr. Mike Griffin returned to
78%
Ma y
79%
-The Sun office is prepared to ans, Leiser PAP; E. I.. Emery, Indiaed in connection with the performdrug -store, Fifth and Broadway.
Cora-furnish the very latest things In en- amiolle; James Ward, Cedar Ftsoida. Murray this morn ng after spending Rev. Wm, Meggireson.
ance.
The
evening
will
be
entertainfor
ONE nicely furnished room
9:110--Offering.
Dec.
42
42%
Sunday in Paducah.
graved or printed calling cards and les E. D. Mentkie, New York.
rent with all modern coaveniences. ing and mystifying. At Cairo last
15-Annottneementn.
Belvedere
-Gus
Fe
lee
n
born
.
St.
9:
Mr.
Clay
Lemon,
of
May
43'1
43%
Mayfield,
was
Invitations of say sort, and is makweek Miss Grey had crowded houses.
Gentlemen
preferred.
Inquire
at
9:20--Adjournment.
Louis: L. H. Peyton, Louisville; Wm. in Paducah Sunday.
Oaksing special prices now.
No. 713 Kentucky avenue.
Dec.
Frank Brirnett, Td1u: L. L Harris, Ceder
Mr. William Eades went to Green34%
113%
-Councilman a-nd Mrs
Inter-ext,
Local
Of
SEND your clothes to the FaultPork
Meyer; are the parents of a eon bore Fates, Ia.: E. L. Lent. Metropolis; D. ville this morning on business.
Mr. Louis Lippman and wife, forless Pressing club, 302 1.4 Broadway.
J. Kane. Louisville; C. R. Cockle,
Jan. . ........14.30 14,50
Sunday morning.
Mr. V. J. Blow, of Louisville, is
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both merly Clara Lippman, open the ShuJohnsHawkins!,
'"Allashy
1
I
J.
M.
le:
Otretore-ss
-Score cards for the game Five
In the city attending federal court.
phones
1507.
London,
the
new
theater
In
bert's
ttertli, Pa.. T. IL beck, Rodney. Mire.
.10.32 10.29
Dec.
Hundred for sale at lite Sun office
Messrs. Harry and Roy Judd. of
111 ROOM fibl'RE on South Fifth Waldorf, this week, and the an.10.39 10,35
Jan.
at 25c.
the Illinois Central shops, are In Unstreet for sale, $2,000. Inquire of H. nouncement of their reception by
H. C. Hollins Says.
Little Boy IA-1k
10.55 10.51
Mar.
ion county hunting.
Estate
-The condition of Mies Imes
Hollins,
'phone
127,
Real
C.
London theater-goers is awaited
Half of the "well-to-do" people
The thireseyear-old eon of Mr-.' and General insurance, Trueheart
Stock.--..'
Mr. John Trentham, the wellLehrsbassi, of rer2 Kentucky avenue.
with keen interest by their Amen 1.74% 1.74
I. C.
who hes been serious/le fli for nevem] you know invested their first sav- known Illinois Central engineer, has Charles esilkochan, of the eolith reds Building.
a
can admirers. MIAs Lippman is
Croup was the
ings in real estate. The t:me for you returned from Mounsl City, In ,where died Saturday.
1.45% 1.46%
L. &
on- north side, relative of Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman
weeks, in reported no betterROOM HOUSE
1
theifather. who Is good neighborhood. -every conveniIr, P.
1.119% 1.18%
-We've Rubber Boots for boys, to begin to acquire real estate is, he attended the bedside of his wife, cause of death seri
peohas not been ence. -14,000. H. C. Hollins, 'phone and is knoen to many Padurah
on the *Gamer Clyde
1.49% 1.48%
Rsig.
. .
misses or children, $1.25, $1.50, when you have enough money saved *ho in seriously ill of fever.
for
will
he
here
ple.
The
Menneapprised of the infant's death as he 127, Real Estate and General Insur. 1.92% 1.96%
Si. P.
$1.75 to $2.25. Rudy,- Phillips & Co. to make the first payment on
Mr. Nell Wheedon, engineer on
three performances at The Kentucky
cannot be reached.
ance, Trueheart Building.
--Mack M. Young, a seemed I. C. bootie or lot. The rest comes easy.
-95
95
Mo. P,
the Nashville division of the Illinois
sonic time In Apzil, and during their
brakemian. died of dropsy at the I. C.
Mr. Hollins sells real estate and Central, was In Paducah today. He
1.111. MORGAN. blacksmith, 403
1.40% 1.40
Penn.
stay will be the guests of Mr. and
Intact Dies.
'hospital Saturday night end was Insurance, you know-telephose-Ne. brought a "bad order" engine here
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
1.14% 1.T3%
Cop.
The two-days-old infant of Dr. work guaranteed. Exclusive agent Mrs. Friedman at The Pines.
buried in the eonnty cemetery yester- 127.
..
1.57
1.54
Smel.
for repairs.
Edward Adams, of Florence Station, for floes stone side wire tires, the
day. He was 541 yerars old, and lived
76
75%
Lead
- Born to Mr. anti Mrs Leslie Bish41191p
died yesterday and will be burled best rubber tires made.
In Pad nosh.
63%
63%
C. F. I
op, of Thirteenth and Ohio streets, a
this afternoon at Florence station.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL---Mason
105% 1.05%
U. 8. P
son.
and concrete work a specialty.
ry
49
48%
U. S.
EngJneer Theodore Shelton, of
Sneak Thief Han Good Tastes
Office 126 South Fourth, Phone 490
the "highball" Louisville-Paducah
thief Residence phone 1237. Prompt atSaturday night a sneak
Loral Markets.
run; is hunting in the county. EnSpecial Conitninnioner.
broke into a show rase at the Mar- tention to all estimates.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 40c.
gineer Andy Fraley is pulling ShelW. C. Kidd, deputy circuit court
ble Hall saloon and took nothing but
LOST- Pair diamond ear rings.
Eggs--25c doz.
ton's throttle.
special
a five pound package of Old North small diamonds. Suitable reward all' clerk, has been appointed
Butter-20c M.
Dr. end Mrs. C. 0. Werner twill
State Smoking Tobacco. He must be paid if returned to this office, or commissioner to supply dupliratee In
Sweet Potatoes-eer bu.
leave- immediately. for a tour of the
Conntry Hams-13c lb.
have been reading the signs: "There my residcnce, 319 Monroe street. the action of Gip Husbands, receiver
south.
Irish Potatoes-Per ho. 60c.
of the Paducah Building Trust comare
two kinds Of Smoking Tobacco- Frances Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Augustus have
Green Satillage---Ce lb.
FOR SALE OR TRADE-Grocery pany against R. G. Caldwell and surOld North State and the others."
returned from visiting in Lovings,
Sausage-10c lb.
Using business of $3.000 monthly, ety. The records In the case have in
Mr. Cherie. Martindale, of the InCountry Lard--12c lb.
lean stock. Good brick house will some way been lost. it will require
cline:polls bar, is in the city attendTomatoes-25c gallon.
he rented to purchaser. Will trade several wecks to complete the work.
Sag
federal court.
Peaches-40c basket.
Now k yaw chance to get you a
Address Judge J. E. Rrl'obins, of Mayfield,
for farm or city property.
Mr. John C. Roth, of the Great
Beans--25c gallon
Merit
man
Tailor-made
Suit
for
a
the
stand
care
Sun.
Z.
Are guaranteed to
@Its In the case, which is set for trial
Northern in Chicago, and one of the
Butterbesne--10c. quart.
amount.
AT ONCE- Several young men to in January. test of time. They are soft' Small
Celery- 60c dozen
stockholders in the Palmer Hotree,
prepare for coming Kentucky examiGrapes-2'.)c basket.
and pliable and strong and
is
In
the
city.
SIR and up
Suits to order
nations for railway mail clerks. PerMarriage Licenees.
bn.
Parsnips-91.00
have no seams to come un2O.4
Suits to order
You are hereby respectfully noti- manent position. Good salaries. DeToren W Tweddle, 35, to Blanche
Green Tomatoes-50c basket
22.50 TWO SUICIDES AT ROCK ISLAND fied that the last half of your city served promotions. Many appointOvercoats to order
glued Quality and durability
Marian, 20, both of lavtietaton coon1
Turnipa-Three for 10c.
6 00
Coats to order for
ments. No experience necessary, 288•ty.
considered, our rubber goods
4 •
Lettuce -10e.
Despondency Due to III Health Cause tax bill is now due. This friendly reRapids,
$6.00
Bldg.,- Cedar
Pants to order for
Inter-state
Fannie
40,
to
are the cheapest in town. We
ton,
brie
Al
Henry
in Both ('sees.
forminder is to guard you against
Iowa.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Rock Island, Ill., Nov. 19.- The
!Jackson, 110, both of the county.
have the biggest line.
Don't think you're getting botch
getfulnes and may Save you a 10
TO LA-DIES ONLY- Mrs. J. K.
today
to
inWheat---611c tee
coroner
called
upon
was
George Valighan. 22, to Little
I
work. The goods are cut right and
Kitchen of St. Louis, is now in this
vestigate two suicides. Charles New- per rent penalty.
rort-50e too.
91, both of the county.
made well by
giving vibration and hand mascomb, recently released from a hoscity
New Corn-35c h n .
invited
to
the
cordially
You are
pital at Painterville, Minn.. and who
sage. Face, bust and scalp. All blemHay-Pram jobbers te retail deal
Court.
Circuit
No
earnyour
at
city
treasurer's
office
SOLOMON, The Popular Price Tailor, was on hi si way, to St. Louie, ended
ishes removed. Now is an opportuni(Irene. Judge William Reed held era-Strict grades. Choice Tins,
Jacob Mt convenience, that you, may avoid ty to visit a professional artist In her
his life with carbolic acid.
South
Street.
....
111
Third'
He was engaged to 819; No. I Tim,, $17.56, No. 2 Tim
no court today
Ince,ronttim
Zuellig, whd liv-ell alone with his the crowd and delay of the last day. line Craig Annex. !nth and Monroe.
defend Sam Sweeney in federal court, $17. Fancy northern clover $17.
DRUGGISTS
aged wife in the country, jumped inOld phone 1016- A.
Yore truly yours,
Old Dhow 144.
sad art* probably have no circuit From country wagons -at public qualMk Mama
litsatant.
to as abandoned well near his hones.
111
tialS•
Jooltre Waiter ity meditate to very' poor, 58 to $17
one
1/ine
48-resort nottil Pretreat
ODEsoftie
I
ItORTAN.
Ir`OK
,
_Don't
Cleaning
and
target
my.
r14 health wes-tite itemise in teal, seeIfifigbt Nell at Side-Doer. Pit to tot Mega 1111114.1111.
Pressing department.

Are heated with Hart's Aluminum oil heatersmThey are d
thing of beauty,a joy forever

LEVY'S COAT SALE

Broadway
317
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317
Broadway

GEO.0. HART &PONS CO.

Dr. Geo.--Ma sgan a
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•

Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes
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TO THE TAX PAYER
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LOSS OF MILLIONS
IN YAKIMA VALLEY

1-1,0119.1.-2.1411•1444..
—
Secretary Root will make a tour of
the west, and will be one of %Ise noteBattle With Billions in New We apeakers at the seventeenth an- Flood And Storms in Washingnual nankin of the Trans-Mississlinti
York Stock Market.
ton Play Havoc.
Commercial congress, which convenes
In the convention hall In Kansas City
on Tuesday Other famous speakers
II ll Distributes 11123,4Mi0,000 Among who are to make formal addresees Indian iteservation Inundated and
tirrat Nerthern Stockholeleri
include Secretary Shaw, Witham .J.
'Julians Low Cattle and ell
Bryan and numerous United States
Fire.
They Possess,
senators re preesenta t I yes, governors
and mayors of large cities.
President Roosevelt will conclude
H IR RIM IN WILL DOUI1LE 1T.
DAM AVSE
$130,000.
his Panama investigations and will RAILROAD
sail for home this week. He Will stop
at San Jean, Porto Rico. about 24
W. L. Douglas is a progressive *Nee manufac•
New York, Nov. 19.--E. 11. Harri- hours, where he will be the guest of
Spokane, Wash., Nov. I9.--The Inturer. His shoes ought to be h...tter iach season, and they are
man has chopped the gage of battle Gov. Winthrop. The president will dians on the lowlands of the Yakima
better. While be always makes tht:m as good as he know a how,
for a billion-dollar fight to James J. make as thorough inquiry into Porto reservation have been driven from
yet as quickly as he discovers wnys of tetterment, the betterHill, and the Greet Northern railroad Rican affairs as is possible in Me Lim- their wigwams by the floods. Massy
made.
ments are
He never buys any but the very best selected
presideut has accepted the Challenge. ited time at his dispoial.
have reached Iloppenish and tell see
materiak. If the market does not afford w hat W. I.. Douglas
The convention, which "411 forme- rim of lanai of their sheep, cattle
if Is to be a war of dividends. Hill
believes his shoe; demand, he mnkes it. W. L. Douglas passes
rushed into New York Friday morn- late a conetitutilon tor the new state and horse*. Some of them have lost
the tanner and tan; sole leather by his own secret process. That
ing and hurried for home fait night. of Oklahoma, will meet in Guthrie all they panellised. They are hunIs one reason why W.L.Douglas $3.50 shoes afford such unusual
Fls4fore he left he preistred the an- next Tuesday. The body consists of gry and penniless.
service. Then, again, th:
leather is as good as the sole
nounceinent of a dividend of $12es 112 delegates, fifty-five from OklaA courtier has been sent to Agent
leather, and the making is ns honest as the leather.
060,000 for the shareholders in the homa city, fitty-flve from Indian Ter- Lench as. Fort Sencese to announce
For these reasons and because of his unri‘alled facilities as
the largest shoemaker in the world, it is only natural that W.L. securities of the Great Northern rail- ritory and two front the Osage nation, the conditions and ask help in behalf
road. Hatrismen has his attorneys at who were selected by popular vote on of the Indian*,
Douglas $3.50 shoes should be distinctly superior in style, in
A number of white
wurk paving the way for dividend November 43. The Democrats have a families of the low lands of 'Nemecservice, and in comfort to the ordinary footwear. It is the tesdeclarations doubling those of Hill. large niejority In the convention. The ish river ere now surrounded by watimony of millions, backed up by constant purchase. that they
For every million (lettere In bonus members will receive $4 a day for ter and as there are no boats in the
have never found the equal of W. I. Doug,..1s $3.50 shoes.
that Great Northern stockholders get, sixty days anti are expested to *test country they cannot be rescued. The
SOL.:) EY
't Is said that Harriman intends to their work 4n that cline
The con- upper part of Kittates valley north
glee Union Pacific stockholders two stitution will then be submitted to of Elleneburg. is ,mie immense body
Hal will draw first blood the people of their two territories end of water, miles wide. Losses to live
•••••••••••1
in the battle. The $125,0410,6040 div- immediately after 4ts acceptant,* the stock •re great. Reports of drownidend melon will be ready today. president well biome a Proclamation ing, of persons have been received all
Monday. or Wednaidev. It will not declaring Oklihoma a state.
day, but impact be verified. It Is
be 'melanges! beyond
The Anti-Saloon League of Amer- thought that several tamale:sof missWednesday.
Greet Northern stockholders a-ill re- ica will hold Its annual convention in ing Indians are drowned. A
mall
an additional Aare of stock at St. Louis, begirmine Monday. Gover- carrier named Miller is missing at
ear valtieelor each Mid every share nor Hanley, of Indiana. Gov. Folk, of Toppeniets It Is staid he and a man
of Great Northern they parson The Missouri, Ben B. landmass "die hid.' named Johnson were on the MoppenVor declining year is a go Jd -ubstantlal sa‘ities acsi shares are now paying 7 per cent ledge" of Denver, and other famous tab bridge across the Yakima
when
count, built up during the money earniug period.
Th.• new shares w:it pay at least 6 men will address the delogates.
It went down.
per cent.
The national horse *bow will be
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London and Berlin.
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consumption by Dr. King's New Os
The Narleasi Civil Service Reform covery,
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and are well and atronit
uee of Di. Kitties New Life Pills in- League will bold its annual 4sioven- day. One was trying to sell his it- ,
creases They have you from danger Don In New Haven, Oonn., Monday erty and move to Arizona, but after
and bring quick and painless release and Tuesday.
using New Discovery a short time he
from constipation and the ills growfound it unnecessary to do so. I reALWAYS
WAS SICK.
ing out of It. Strength and vigor a1.
When a man says he always
,gard Dr. King's New Discovery as
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ways follow their use. Guaranteed sick—troubled with a cough that last- the most wonderful medicine In exed All winter—what would you think
by s11 druggists. 25c. Try them.
If he should say he never was sick istence." Surest Cough
and Cold
since using hiallard's Horehound gyro).
Such a ma, exists. Mr. .1. C. Clark. cure and Throat and Lung healer.
, Col., writes -Per years I was Guaranteed by
No (ac Bothering.
all druggists. 50c and
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that
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Translated for Trans-Atlantic Tales
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for "Pliegende Blatter "
marriage is a regular failure."
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Why your baby should be thin, ant,
"Gad.
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owes money
fretful during the night Worm• are
now."
the cause of thin, sickly babies. it I. to over forty landiadies."
—December
natural that a heAlthy baby should ts.,
"Oh, yes! They were married 'unfat and sleep well. If your baby does Smart Set.
der the rose' you know."
' not retain its food don't f xperim.nt
with colic cures nnd other medicine,
"Well, what could they, expect to
but try a bottle of White's Cream Ver. Talking, THERM'S MO rue
you .ant beat Herblne for the find under the rose
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but
?"thorns—
The
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regulator
ever
baby have color and learn as it should. tittered
to suffering bemoans. If you Philadelphia Nees.
Sold by all druggists.
suffer from liver oomplaIat
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bilious and fretful, its year liver ant.
Berbine will put it In Its proper condi.it the Musicale.
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tion. A positive cure for Constipation.
Clara --She puts !sneer feeling into Biliousness. Dyspepsia and all Ills dus
G. W. Fouts. Postmaster at Riverto a torpid liver. Try a bottle and you
her singing. doesn't she?
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ton, Ia., nearly lost his life and was
Freddy---Yes: hut 0 must be awSold by ail druggist&
robbed of all comfort, according to
ful to feel -that way.—December
his letter
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Smart Set,
An Unpopular Author.
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL It. R. EXCUR- last hook?
nic—I hope so — December Jaundice that even my finger nails
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see the headlines in our newspapers
For further particulars apply to
POMP day when there's been a real
its
The
Texas Weeder
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Paducah.
snappy murder or something."-Cures all kidney, bladder and rheu,
Ky.
Puek.
R. M. PRATHER, T. A., Union De. matic troubles; sold by J. H Gobischiaeger, b01 Broadwr.y, Dr. K. W.
A Mountain of Gold,
Hall office 2926 Olive street, St
could not bring as much happrness to
Louis. Mo
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline. Wis.,
—Ti, make room for Spring Goods as did one 25c box of Bucklen's ArMrs. Chapin, 210 Broadway, will nica Salve when it completely curet
geese out her entire neck of trimmed a running sore on her leg, which had
hats at cote, from November 16 to tortured her 23 long years. Greatest
Decemberl.
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and Sores,- 25c at all druggists.
Pipe season. We have
Man boasts of his reason, hilt that
prepared for your every
doesn't keep him from feeling better
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the same conclusion.

LEN DLER

To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

'Real Estate Agency.

FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Buildinz. Both Phones 835

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine tb the changed conditions.
^

The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
"Seeing the Southwest!!

EXCURSIONS
Doubtless you have heard of the Bumper Crops which have
been rairci fle. rear in Arkansas, boulalana, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas and New Mexico. Have you compared thcm
with results obtained In your section? le sour work where you
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
!abet expended? If not, a change would be benenelal perhaps. A
visit to the Southaest will open your eyes. Out in Oklahoma the
last big land opening is soon to take place; farths are still very
cheap in Western Arkansas, Northern Louisiana and the Gulf
Coast of Texas, tet us give you full information
about these
sections. You will want to see them after you have examined our
illustrated literature.

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
to southwestern points first and third Tuesdays each month.
Sm. I. LW, ON. Pus. Spat, Mel Mu& --- I N. farestzst, last Ni. Pass. Iesst. Inns
line alick La
Ilseolis, Tess
Paul S. Weever,Tray. Pauss. Aut.

ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
IN mesh vlIle, Toms.
'-

W.,. Parrott,
President,

starch all over the rest of the

P. Ptrasust,
Assistant Outlier

score

t r ad

—

I

Capital....
Surplus.
Stock holders liability

$100,000

Total security to depositors.

$250,000

50,000
100,000

Acconnts of individuals and firms solicited. We appredate
large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.

small as well as

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

value to you.

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

R. RIMY,
Cashier

Citizen's Savings Bank

Ever have your shifts
from the laundry
with the bosom
in spots and with starch
daubed all around
neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you

shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

_ 11°'

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St. •

Pipe Time

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at

Olauber'is Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 4c1O

OUR LINE OF PIPES
Both in Meerschaum and
Briar includes all that is
newest and best 5e to PIO

THE SMOKE HOUSE
222 Bra adway
SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN.-TEN CENTS A WEED aenmaum
mmmmiimuismm

The best possible proof that
a
man has of being really In love is
when he gets mad because a woman
talke to another fellow.
When It Is too late to be helped.
we sometimes find out that we once
threw away iewets brause we
knews.hot

•

r
'
Of
C.E1 AT KUM g7eltf sea
W. B.„McPherson, Druggist.

•

nature of the alternating
THEelectric
current supplying light

AN EXCELLENT STAFF

227 Broadway

lg.

NOTICE

LYD ON

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

\Ut eN111 It

TO LET
Several superior offices;on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator-and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American - German *National Bank
•

227 Broadway
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BIG TARIFF WALL ENJOYS DOG MEAT
BUILT BY THE JAPS IN DASH TO POLE
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Eminent Doctor: ?rola Its logrodloots.

We refer to that boon to weak, nervous,
suffering women known as Dr. Pierces
Favorite Prescriptiop.
Hr. John Fyfeoue of the Editorial Staff
of TAX EcIACTIC MEDIcAl.'REVIEW says
of Unicorn root lllelotskts lituica which
is one of the chief Ingredients of the "Favorite Prescription" :
A remedy which in•ariably acts as a uter'
Invisorater • • • stakes for normal acine
Turn
Will
Trittle Sufferings of Perry .kiid His tivity of the entire reproductive system."
of
Balance
By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN
He continues "in fleionla.s we have a medicament which more fully answers the above
autism of - The &seers.- " Roden's Corner." "Prom
Men Described
Against Us.
purposes than any other druu Letth Ouch feel
Oaf Generation to "mother." flfili&vandal. In the treatment of diseased peeunar to women it e, seldom that a CIA!, ii
/Wen which does not present some Indication
for this remesital ag. itt." Dr. Frfe further
Copyright. 1894. by
HARPER. f.... SRO flitlif
H un. say, "The following are •mong the leading
Esquimau% .11inost Iiisan,• let
Coneul tinieral Miller. of
indications for lie tot r tas(Unicorn root). Pain
ger and Foreetil out 14 ‘vay by
.tfivipao itecitirocify Treaties
or 'Ching In the back. with leucorrbrea:
*tonic tweak) conditions of the remoductive
11111M
•IIIIIIIIIMMIN
Stories
itt Once',
organs of women. mental depression and irritability. associated with chronic diereses of
the reproductive organs of women,constant
For wedding, anurversary or
oensatlun of heat in the region of the kidneys: menorrhagia flooding), due to a weakbirthdly in fine Silverware
ened condition to the reproductive system:
the
looting blankly at the blind."
is a life-long possession. We
THE JAI'S .titE STILL EitIEND1.1( CLARKE'S PARTY WENT ASTILIV, amenorrhoea (suppressed or atasent monthly
tobeans
brown
nle rubbed his slim
periods), arising from or accompanying an
door which had closed behind three
are showing at present some
abnormal condition of the digestive organs
con men. one old suit two young, and per- gether and loblied scrim at his
and anirmic t thin bio.xl I habit; dragging
new and very handsome desensations in the extreme lower part of the
haps She realized the fact that ellen panIon with a mine wherein the Yentle
signs in Table Silver, Handless dieeentwas
confidence
self
fail
blindly,
helpled
he
tutor
creatures
New York, Nov. I9.-A special
or Imo( the above symptoms
Seattle, Nov. 19.-United
States
Painted China, Cut Glass,
are present, no Invalid woman can do
testily, with a single hair, but that that Ible than of yore. The smile faded
Cenci! General Henry B. Miller at front it4dneY. N. S., gives eonit de- better than take Dr. Pierce's Favorite
prices that will interest
at
was
lie
Oseard.
at
looked
he
as
hair may soap at any moment.
by Prescription, one of the leading Ingretlitails of the haedtehipe endured
you.
She was not thinking of Guy Oseard. thinking that he looked older and Yokohama has issued an emphatic
or
root,
nicorn
r
lielonias.
Is
which
of
eats
The
man %alining to the home government at Lieut. Peawy and his melt
Him she had never loved. He bad graver-more of a mkidle aged
A 10 per cent discount for
and the medical properties of which it
In
only been yne of her experiments, and who has left something behind him
Wasbington regarding the trade of steamer Itoueevet stemmed through most faithfully represents.
the next 10 days.
prominent
root.
another
Seal
Of
Golden
degrees north,
by his very simplicity, aluove all, by his life -and the sights reminded him of this. country with the Orient.
In the barrier of 8227
Official clock adjuster for
Ingreglieut of "Iiiivunte Prescription,*
unemnpromising honesty, he had out- the few gray hairs that were above a special report now being consider- where winter quarters sere taken up, Prof. Finley Ellingwood, M. D.. of Benthe government building.
his own temples.
witted her.
tiett Medical College. Chicago. says:
being the fair thereet north
by President Roomvelt, Mr. Mil91 is an *portant remedy In disorders or
"Cotne," be said more cheerfully, ed
It was characteristic of her that at
quarters to the history of Arctic ox- the eosin In all catarrhal conditions • ••
declares that unless the United,
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and (Smartt enfeeblement. it is useful."
that moment she
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428 E adway. Mae 1513
Prof. John 11. Scudder. IL D., late of
weight of her own remorse. It mat the subject. Let us throw aside ltglmt States takes immediate and decided
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gan to fade, when years came and satisfactory. 1 suppose you have {eft see Japan constantly increasing her pleted by Feb. 7, 190G. and on that Mere wash genera:
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